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Abstract:

Since the start of its economic reforms in 1978, China's energy prices relative to other
prices have increased. At the same time, its energy intensity, i.e., physical energy
consumption per unit of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), has declined dramatically, by
about 70%, in spite of increases in energy consumption. Is this just a coincidence? Or
does a systematic relationship exist between energy prices and energy intensity?

In this study, I examine whether and how China's energy price changes affect its energy
intensity trend during 1980-2002 at a macro level. I conduct the research using two
complementary economic models (the input-output-based structural decomposition
analysis and econometric regression models) and a decomposition method of own-price
elasticity of energy intensity. Findings include a negative own-price elasticity of energy
intensity, a price-inducement effect on energy-efficiency improvement, and a greater
sensitivity, in terms of the reaction of energy intensity towards changes in energy prices,
of the industry sector, compared to the overall economy.

Analysts can use these results as a starting point for China's energy use and carbon
emission forecasts, which they traditionally conduct in China without accounting for
energy intensity and energy prices. In addition, policy implications may initiate new
thinking about energy policies that are needed to conserve China's energy resources
and reduce carbon emissions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

As a developing country, the People's Republic of China (China) has increased its real

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) annually by 9.3% (SSB, 2003) since the late 1970s, a

remarkable feat. However, its energy consumption has a slower rate of increase;

furthermore, China's primary energy consumption decreased in the latter half of the

1990s. Thus, by 2000, China's energy intensity, defined as the ratio of real energy

consumption in physical terms to real GDP, declined by approximately 70%. (Fisher-

Vanden, et al., 2004)

In terms of energy prices, China has gradually built a market-determined pricing system

as the central government has eliminated many of its controls on energy pricing since

the early 1990s, although the reform's extensiveness and intensity varied by energy

type. Relative energy prices increased generally over time, with some fluctuation in the

late 1990s. After the significant new energy price reforms in 1993, real prices for coal

(and other energy products) rose in China at a far higher rate than those for other

industrial products. By 1999, there were no significant differences in the energy prices

faced by state-owned enterprises and foreign-invested firms. Oil supply remains under

state control with prices higher than parity on a per Btu (British Thermal Unit) basis, but

it has been linked to the global market prices since 1998 through pegging its domestic



price to Singapore's. Electricity prices also rose throughout the country since the late

1970s with some short-term fluctuations in recent years. The state-set price of natural

gas for most customers was adjusted significantly upwards in 1997. (Sinton et al., 1999,

and Fisher-Vanden, et al., 2004)

1.2 Theory and Arguments about Energy Intensity

Empirically, China's energy-intensity dramatic decline is a unique phenomenon in the

developing world, in contrast to most developing countries' experiences. (Lin, 1996;

Zhang, 2003; Figure 1.1) China is one of the few countries at a relatively early stage of

industrialization in which energy demand has consistently-and over many years-grown

significantly less rapidly than GDP. (Sinton et al., 1998) Theoretically, China's energy-

intensity decline contradicts traditional economic development theory, which claims that

in the industrialization stage, an increase of the energy-intensive manufacturing

industries and a decline of the less-energy-intensive agricultural industries will lead to

an increase of energy intensity of total output. (Dunkerley et al., 1981; Moroney, 1988)



Figure 1.1: Energy Intensities of Selected Developing and Developed Countries
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Beginning in the 1990s, analysts have tried to account for this unique phenomenon

through different empirical studies. Most of them, including Sinton and Levine (1994),

Lin and Polenske (1995), Garbaccio et al. (1999), and Zhang (2003), argue that energy-

efficiency improvement is the primary factor explaining the decline of China's energy

intensity. However, Smil (1990) and Kambara (1992) argue that structural shifts away

from more energy-intensive industrial subsectors to less energy-intensive ones is the

major causal factor. Others, Sinton (2000) and Fisher-Vanden et al., (2004) provide a

multifactor explanation. They stress the importance of other factors, such as

environmental and energy-efficiency policies, research and development expenditures,

and ownership reform in enterprise sectors. However, few analysts except Fisher-



Vanden et al. (2004) incorporate energy prices into their analytical framework. Fisher-

Vanden et al. show a negative elasticity of energy intensity with respect to energy

prices, which composes part of their study results on China's energy-intensity decline.

However, they base their study only on firm-level data during an extremely short and

special time period (1997-1999), in which energy consumption and prices went down,

and examine only large and medium firms, which usually have a lower direct energy

demand per unit of output than small firms, at least in the cokemaking sector in China.

(Polenske, forthcoming)

Is this just a coincidence, or is there any systematic relationship between energy prices

and energy intensity at the macro level? Have energy-price increases been among the

factors triggering the energy-intensity decline in China? Although many analysts have

tried to understand China's dramatic energy-intensity decline, very few of them have

correlated energy prices with energy intensity or energy efficiency. Generally, at an

aggregate level, analysts neglect price measures in their macroeconomic modeling.

Analysts' neglect of the price factor may be explained by the following two factors. First,

China had a government-controlled pricing system in the energy sector before 1993.

Second, debates about why energy intensity has been falling have centered mainly on

the relative roles of technological change within individual sectors and structural change

between sectors (Garbaccio, et al., 1999); however, prices also have their effect on

energy intensity. Consistent with Fisher-Vanden et al. (2004), recent macroeconomic

studies on energy intensities of some OECD countries (Kaufmann, 2004; Miketa, 2001;

Verbruggen, 2003) show the "inducement effect" of energy prices on energy intensity



and efficiency improvements, i.e., how price increases reduced the energy intensity and

lead to energy-efficiency improvements.

Without price as an explanatory variable, this type of interpretation of China's energy-

intensity decline may be misleading. Specifically, omission of the important price

variable may lead forecasts of energy use, energy security, and carbon emissions to be

built upon an invalid assumption that China's energy intensity will decline over time for

reasons unrelated to energy prices. It also may lead policy makers to create some

inappropriate energy and technology policies targeted at energy conservation and

carbon-emission control in China. Hence, I will conduct a systematic investigation of

energy prices and energy intensity. I will use a set of economic models, making use of

the input-output techniques and econometric models, and adapting them to bridge the

gap between them.

1.3 Hypothesis and Questions

As stated earlier, China's energy intensity and energy prices have generally

experienced opposite growth trends over the last two decades, one decreasing and the

other increasing. Studies show that energy intensity had a negative elasticity with

respect to energy prices in some Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development countries (Miketa, 2001; Verbruggen, 2003; Kaufmann, 2004). However,

energy prices are omitted in the analytical framework in most studies on China's energy

intensity. Hence, in this study I include both energy prices and energy intensity together



in the analytical framework and look at the effect, if any, of China's energy price

changes on its energy intensity. I hypothesize that China's energy intensity is negatively

related to energy prices and further test and extend Fisher-Vanden et al.'s study at an

aggregate level. Specifically, I examine the following questions empirically:

1. Did the overall economy react to energy-price changes, or, in other words, did

energy-price changes induce the decrease of energy intensity in China?

2. Did the impact of energy prices on energy intensity apply in the industry sector?

Was the industry sector more sensitive to energy-price changes than the overall

economy and adjust its energy intensity more when it faced the same amount of

energy price changes?

3. How did energy-price changes affect energy-intensity improvements in China

through technological changes and structural shifts? What were the relationships of

prices to both energy-efficiency improvements and structural shifts, respectively?

1.4 Summary

Along with energy intensity declines, China's energy prices were affected by the central-

government regulation, but they increased generally in the past two decades. Yet,

analysts except for Fisher-Vanden et al. (2004) omit the factor of energy prices in their

analytical frameworks and models of energy consumption and intensity. Although one of

their results show the negative impacts of energy prices on energy intensity, Fisher-

Vanden et al. (2004) based their study on a short and special period of time and a



limited set of energy-intensive sectors, such as the steel and iron industry, and large

and medium-sized enterprises.

However, at a broader level, the opposite trends of China's energy intensity and energy

prices over the last two decades may have some internal relationship across both

enterprise sizes and economic sectors. In terms of energy intensity, China may possess

the same features over time as some other countries: energy intensity is negatively

related to energy prices, i.e., as prices increase, the intensity decreases. The negative

correlation between energy prices and energy intensity seems easy to understand.

However, in practice, most forecasts of energy use, energy security, and carbon

emissions are built upon an assumption of an autonomous energy-intensity decline,

which is independent of energy prices. Empirical studies of the energy-price effect on

energy intensity are few. (Kaufmann, 2004)



Chapter 2

Methodology and Data

Analysts have used different quantitative models to explore this energy intensity issue in

China. These economic models include structural decomposition analysis (SDA), shift-

share analysis, a vector error-correction model, Divisia-decomposition method,

Laspeyres-decomposition approach, and multivariable regression. I follow the

quantitative tradition of the analysis on energy intensity, but build my study on two

complementary models, combining accounting and behavioral models. I assume that

energy-consumption savings and the consequent energy-intensity changes can be

decomposed into the effects of technological changes, or, in other words, energy-

efficiency changes, and of structural shifts. I also assume that the energy efficiency and

structural shifts have different effects on the relationship between energy intensity and

energy prices.

2.1 Structural Decomposition

Given the limitations of different research methodologies and my study objectives, I first

use a comprehensive SDA model to decompose energy-consumption savings into two

effects: technological-change effects and final demand-shift effects. This model

provides a comprehensive view of economic interdependence.



The SDA model is mathematically derived from the input-output model, whose structure

is expressed as:

AX+Y=X (1)

where X = matrix of gross output of every sector;
Y = matrix of final demands for all the sectors; and
A = matrix of direct input coefficients, which shows the inputs required to produce

one unit of gross output.

Starting from the conventional monetary input-output tables, I incorporate into them

physical energy flows in comparable thermal units across different energy types. Then, I

can use the hybrid energy input-output tables, which are preferable to the ones from the

conversion approach' because the latter introduce inconsistencies in accounting for

energy consumption and often need to be adjusted to satisfy energy-conservation

conditions (Miller and Blair, 1985; Lin 1996).

Within the framework of the energy input-output tables, the overall energy consumption

is the sum of a composition of two parts, that is, direct energy consumption by final

users and intermediate energy consumption by intermediate producing sectors.

Through the intermediate transactions, I can trace the energy consumption back to

those incumbent in the inputs of any energy or non-energy product before the product

goes to the final demand, including the production process and transportation process

in supply-chain analyses. This hybrid table thus gives me fairly complete information on

the origin of final-consumer products or how production processes use energy directly

and indirectly. Then, after some mathematical transformations, I can use the SDA

1 "Analysts using the output-conversion approach first compute energy requirements in terms of output
values and then convert those values into physical energy units using output-to-energy ratios". (Lin, 1996)



model to decompose energy-use change into two components: one due to the final-

demand shift and the other due to production-technology change.

AE = FR[Y - YR] + e[Y- YR]n (final-demand shift)

+ [F - FR] Y (production-technology adjustment) (2)

where F= e[(I-A)-1-l];
A is the direct coefficient from hybrid energy input-output tables;
e is a matrix consisting of ones and zeros, with ones in the diagonal locations
corresponding to the upper left quadrant of energy sectors within the whole
matrix, and zeros in all other elements of the matrix. The e matrix selects the
energy rows from the input-output tables;
FR is the F matrix of the reference year;
Y is the vector of final demand;
YR is the vector of the final demand in the reference year; and
n is a matrix consisting of ones and zeros, with ones in the diagonal locations
corresponding to those columns that are neither imports, exports, nor inventory
changes, and zeros in all other elements of the matrix. It excludes energy
imports, exports, and inventory changes from the calculation of direct energy
consumption.

Using this formula, I can answer the question of how much more/less energy would

have been required in current year (for example, 1987) if the reference year's (for

example, 1981) production technology had still been used to satisfy the current (1987)
final demand.2 Then, I can examine the main question concerning energy intensity

changes which I discuss in more detail later, the question which is how much of energy

intensity changes is due to technological changes. Finally, I examine how energy-price

changes and energy-intensity changes are related to production-technology

improvements.

2 If the question is how much less/more energy would be used in reference year (1981), for example
1981, if the current production technology, for example 1987's, had been available to deliver reference
year's, i.e. 1981's, final demand, the formula subject to use is as follows.
AE = F[Y - YR] + e[Y- YR]n (final-demand shift)

+ [F - FR] YR (production-technology adjustment)



Furthermore, I can use the SDA model to decompose direct and intermediate energy

consumption into more detail, as follows.

Table 2.1: Structural Decomposition of Energy-Use Changes
Factor EquationE

Final-Demand Shift F[Y - YR] + e[Y- YR n
Level Effect FR MRDR(L - LR) + eMRDR(L - LR)n
Distribution Effect FRMR(D - DR)L + eMR(D - DR)Ln
Pattern Effect FR(M - MR)DL + e(M - MR)DLn

Production-Technology Adjustment [F - FRIY
Energy Inputs eG(AE - ARE GRY
Nonenergy Inputs eG(AN - AR ] GRY

Where F = e[(I-A)-' - 1];
e is a matrix, consisting of ones and zeroes, with ones in the row locations
corresponding to energy sectors and zeroes in all other elements of the matrix, which is
used to select the energy rows from the input-output table;
I is an identity matrix;
A is the matrix of technological coefficients;
Y is the vector of final demand (i.e., gross domestic product);
R subscript signifies the corresponding measures for the reference year;
n is a matrix consisting of ones and zeroes, with ones in the diagonal locations
corresponding to those columns that are not imports, exports, and inventory changes
and zeroes in all other elements of the matrix. It excludes energy imports, exports, and
inventory changes from calculation of direct energy consumption;
G = (I-A)-1;
M is the matrix of spending mix of individual final demand sectors;
D is a diagonal matrix with the sectoral distribution of total final demand on the diagonal;
L is a diagonal matrix with the overall total final demand level on the diagonal;
E superscript indexes the direct use of energy inputs like coal, oil, and electricity; and
N superscript indexes the non-energy sectors.

Source: Lin (1996)



Although it is a comparative static model and has some other limitations, the SDA

model provides a comprehensive accounting framework to examine some energy-

consumption and energy-intensity issues. The SDA model integrates energy data into

an input-output accounting framework and provides a unified macro framework for

describing the relationships between energy, other factor inputs, and other final

products, and consequently, the relations between energy and the economy (Lin, 1996).

Hudson and Jorgenson (1978) have pointed out that since the output of the energy

producing industries is largely utilized by other non-energy industries rather than by final

consumers, the matrix of interindustry transactions, representing flows of commodities

including energy among industrial sectors, is a natural focal point for the study of the

impact of energy policy.

First, I use the SDA model to describe the economy as a system of interdependent

activities. The model enables me to "trace the effect of a particular final-product

consuming decision back through to the product's producer, to the companies that

supply intermediate inputs to the producer, and all the way back to the raw-material

processors".(Lin, 1996) Second, together with some transformation, I can use the

decomposition approach to measure the price effects on energy intensity from both

technological-change and final-demand shift perspectives, among which the latter

reflects the shifts of producing sectors. Third, I can use the model to study price effects

on different subcomponents of final demand and production technology.



2.2 Econometric Model

In a static or comparative static input-output model, the transactions between different

economic sectors are provided. Specifically, with the SDA model, an analyst can trace

the demand/consumption changes of energy induced by the changes of final demand

and decompose total energy consumption change into two subcomponents, which are

the effects of final demand shift and production technology adjustment. The hybrid

energy input-output tables and the SDA model provide a powerful tool to capture all the

energy components of any final product. However, both of them are only accounting,

not behavioral, methods. The dynamic aspect of the interaction between demand and

energy prices, which is conceptualized as the price elasticity, cannot be measured in

the SDA model. An analyst cannot capture the substitution effect due to the price

changes. Econometric models provide a tool for the incorporation of behavioral and

technological responses of production and consumption to alternative energy prices.

Analysts can use them to determine the impact of energy prices on the demand for

energy, non-energy intermediate goods, capital services, and labor services. (Hudson

and Jorgenson, 1978) Consequently, I henceforth use econometric models to quantify

the relationship between energy intensity and energy prices.

In this study, I use two econometric regression models to examine the correlation

between energy prices and energy intensity and energy efficiency in China, primarily

over time. They are from econometric studies on energy-demand. I revise the functional

specification of one of them to describe the energy prices and energy-intensity



relationship. Specifically, the two models are a dynamic partial adjustment model and a

dynamic optimization model on energy consumption (Berndt and Field, 1981), both of

which provide the starting point for the functional specifications for the price- elasticity

analysis on energy intensity.

The two models are effective and data-manageable in China at a microeconomic level. I

assume there are only two kinds of variable inputs, energy and non-energy inputs and

two kinds of semi-fixed inputs of capital and skilled labor. Hence, for the purposes of

this study, I use the functional specifications from a single-equation partial adjustment

model and a well-defined dynamic optimization model, as follows.

E, = a +EP +&IP +$GDP +(1- w)Et, +e (3)
EI, =a+,8T + AEP +MP + pK, I /GDP+ nL,-I /GDP+ e (4)

where Et is the actual amount of energy consumption at time t;
E.1 is the energy consumption at time t-1;
GDPt is gross domestic product or value added at time t;
Elt is the energy intensity at time t;
EPi is the aggregate energy price at time t;
MPt is the price for non-energy intermediate materials at time t;
K1, is the number of total capital assets at time t-1;
SLt..1 is the amount of skilled labor at time t-1 (K and SL are two quasi-fixed
inputs);
T is a time counter variable from 1 to T; and
E is a error term.

Both models conform to the Marshallian framework about energy consumption implicitly

by lagging the dependent variable or incorporating a dynamic economic-optimization

process of costs of adjustment for the quasi-fixed factors. Although the second model is

more complex and provides a richer and clearer economic interpretation of the energy-

substitution process, analysts still use and prefer the first one in some cases due to the



tradeoff of data availability and model complexity (Berndt and Field, 1981). In this study,

I use both to investigate questions about energy intensity and energy prices. What is

more, because of its simplicity and flexibility, I use the first partial-adjustment model

more than the second explicit dynamic-optimization model.

Because the log specification is convenient for measuring elasticities, I choose the log-

specification as the functional format for the partial-adjustment model. I also choose it

because log specification provides a convenient and sound basis for the transformation

from the partial-adjustment model of energy demand to a model of energy intensity.

Dividing by GDP on both sides of the distribution equation,3 I obtain the energy intensity

on the left side as the dependent variable, instead of the energy demand. Then I follow

the point that the partial adjustment model of energy demand and incorporate a lagged

energy intensity variable in the functional specification. At this point, I have the following

two models to analyze the questions presented earlier.

In EI, =a+In EP, +oIn MP, + AInGDP + (1-o)ln EI,_1 + e (5)

EI, = a+)T + AEP +(pMP, + pK,1 I GDP + onL_1 I GDP + e (4)

Equation 5 is from the log-linear partial adjustment model of energy demand without the

restrictions of long-run constant returns to scale and of factor demand theory that input

demand functions are homogeneous of degree zero in factor prices. In this functional

specification, w is the proportional adjustment rate within the range of 0 and 1. 11w is

the duration of time for full adjustment. The short-run own-price elasticity is P and the

long-run energy own-price elasticity of energy intensity is equal to P divided by w. Both

3 The distribution equation refers to the partial adjustment equation, but net of the addition of the lagged
energy consumption variable.



elasticities are expected to be negative, meaning that holding everything else constant,

when relative energy prices increase, energy-intensity declines. In the case of constant

personal income, consumers decrease their consumption of energy through behavior

adjustment or new investment, for example, shifting from private transportation to public

transit for commuting, when facing higher energy prices. The energy intensities for

these consumers accordingly decrease. Similarly, the corresponding energy-intensity

elasticities with respect to prices of non-energy inputs are 6 and 6 divided by w in the

long and short run. I expect both elasticities to be positive. When the prices of non-

energy inputs increase, the energy intensity increases, holding everything else constant.

However, from the Equation 3 based functional specification4 to (5), the coefficient of

InGDP changes from p to (p-1), which implies that the coefficient of LnGDP in Equation

5, A, may be negative, depending on the GDP elasticity of energy demand in the

specification (1). According to economic theory, we expect that the energy demand has

a positive elasticity with respect to GDP, but it may, in fact, be either inelastic or elastic.

When the energy demand increase is more than proportional to the increase in GDP,

energy demand is elastic with respect to GDP; otherwise, when it is less than

proportional, energy demand is inelastic. U.S. manufacturing has a positive output

elasticity of energy demand, but it is inelastic from 0.1 to 0.36. (Berndt and Field, 1981,

Ch. 12) When the energy-demand elasticity with respect to GDP is less than 1, the

coefficient of InGDP in Equation 5, that is, the energy-intensity elasticity with respect to

GDP, is negative. Otherwise, it is positive. The short-run and long-run elasticities of

4 This specification is based on Equation 3 but with the lagged dependent variable removed. The partial
adjustment concept will be utilized later in the newly formed energy intensity model.



energy intensity with respect to output are A or ((p-1) and A or ((p-1) divided by w,

respectively.

Equation (4) is employed by C. J. Morrison and E. R. Berndt. It is the short-run energy-

output demand equation from the dynamic-optimization model. The short-run energy

intensity (energy input-output coefficient) is affected by prices of the variable inputs of

energy and non-energy intermediate materials, output quantity, stocks of the quasi-fixed

inputs K and SL, and the state of technology. The short-run own-price elasticity of

energy intensity isesR =ER = (EP/EI)*A .5 I expect negative coefficient estimates for

normalized energy prices, capital assets over GDP, and skilled labor over GDP,

according to the Berndt, Fuss, and Waverman's studies on the energy consumption of

the U.S. manufacturing. In their work, energy and capital assets, as well as energy and

skilled labor, were complements. (Berndt and Field, 1981)

In terms of error terms in the two functional specifications, it is hard to define their

properties. They may have heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, and autocorrelation with

a lagged dependent variable, given the fact that I examine the topic on energy prices

and energy intensity in time series and China has been experiencing dramatic policy

and market changes. The null hypotheses will provide an answer.

5 I derived the short-run own-price elasticity of energy intensity as follows:
similar to the derivation of the short-run own-price elasticity of energy consumption
of EEc = (EP/E)* GDP*?,, I hold capital assets, skilled labor, and prices of non-energy intermediate
materials constant in the short run, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity is:
ESR = AEI7IAEP*(EP / EI)= (EP/ E)* GDP*A =R
GEE! EEC



In this study, as I mentioned earlier, I obtained all the data from published statistical or

census books.6 The 1980-2002 time series for modeling of the overall economy and the

industry sector are annual (Appendices A and B). I calculate all money values at 1979

constant prices. For all price indices, I also use 1979 as the base year. Because the

data series of energy intensity, GDP, and prices are highly trended, I include T, the

time-counter variable in the partial-adjustment model to detrend the time-series data. In

the functional specification of the dynamic-optimization model of energy consumption, T

not only stands for the technology, it also functions to detrend the data series in the

regression. After I modify the partial-adjustment model, the models are:

InEI, = a+OT +1nEP,+61n MP, +A1nGDP + y1nEI,_1 +e (6)

EI, = a + T + AEP + yMP + pK,_l / GDP + oSL,_, / GDP + e (4)

As mentioned earlier, some analysts, such as Smil (1990) and Kambara (1992) argue

that China's energy-intensity decline is mainly due to industrial structural shifts. It may

be one factor bringing down the energy intensity. In order to measure the energy price

effect on energy intensity properly, I first need to purge the effect of structural shift on

energy intensity. I incorporate a new independent variable, the structural shift, in the

partial-adjustment model. Structural shift measures the value-added share of several

energy-intensive sectors among all sectors. To obtain the appropriate energy-intensive

sectors, I process the selection at a two-digital industry classification level (Appendix G).

6Books include the China Energy Databook by China Energy Group at the University of California,
Berkeley, the annual China Statistical Yearbook, China Labor Statistical Yearbook, China Population
Statistical Yearbook, China Census Booklet 1982 (Zhongguo 1982 nian ren kou pu cha zi liao), and China
Science and Technology Statistical Data Book. In order to keep consistency in terms of sector
classification, measurement coverage, and statistical method as much as possible, I mainly use data from
various editions of the China Statistical Yearbook. I obtain some figures for several data series from other
data sources when they are not available in the China Statistical Yearbook, for example, the skilled labor
amount in 1982.



Second, because some analysts argue that energy-intensity declines in China are due

to energy-efficiency improvements and the fact that technology improvement is usually

significantly related to research and development (R&D) expenditures (Popp, 2002), I

incorporate another variable, namely, of R&D expenditures, in the partial-adjustment

model to purge its effect on energy intensity. I calculate the measure based on the R&D

expenditure ratio to GDP for some years.7 RD is R&D expenditures in the functional

specifications.

Finally, to allow for the fact that China's Central Government has gradually removed its

control on energy prices since late 1992, 1 add a dummy variable of policy change,

MKT, to the two basic models. This enables me (a) to measure if the energy-pricing

policy change alters energy intensity in China, holding other factors constant, and (b) to

capture the energy-price change effect on energy intensity, controlling for the effect of

the policy change. I assign 0 to MKT for the years before 1993 and 1 for the other

years. I expect a negative coefficient estimate of this dummy variable because this

policy change in energy pricing should have the same impact on energy intensity in

terms of the direction as energy price changes, if any. Consumers may realize that this

energy-pricing change towards a market-oriented one would stay forever and take it into

account as they budget their energy expenditures. It turns out that the energy intensity

I 1 gathered the expenditure data for the overall economy from 1987 to 2002 in China S&T Statistics Data
Books. I assume that the ratios from 1980 to 1986 are constant and are the average of those in the late
1980s. However, only for 2000 is the R&D expenditures ratio for industry sector available. I use the R&D
expenditures of the overall economy to represent those of the industry sector, implicitly assuming that the
structures of R&D expenditures by sectors do not change over time.



may be more economical in the context of the new market-oriented energy pricing

system. Although the own-price elasticity of energy intensity does not change,

consumers lower their energy intensity more in the new energy pricing system than in

the previous controlled pricing system.

In addition, I compose an interaction term of MKTEP from the dummy variable and the

variable of energy prices, in a log form or regular form, depending on the functional

specifications in each of the particular models. I use this regressor to examine whether

the energy-price effect on energy intensity depends on whether or not the central

government controls energy pricing. For the interaction term, I expect a negative

coefficient estimate. A negative coefficient estimate of the interaction term means that

consumers have a larger own-price elasticity of energy intensity in absolute value in the

new market-oriented energy pricing system than that in the controlled pricing system.

Facing the same amount of energy price increase, consumers decrease their energy

intensity more in the market-oriented pricing system than they do in the controlled

system.

In summary, the functional specifications that are helpful in hypothesis testing and

empirical studies are8:

EI, = a+T + AEP + yMP, + pK,_1 / GDP +wSL,_1 / GDP + e (4)

In EI, = a+OT +j8n EP, +61n MP, + A In GDP + yIn EI,1 +.e (6)

IEI, =a+OT+8lnEP, +61nMP +AInGDP +7InSS, +ylnEI,1 +E (7)

In E, = a+OT +81n EP, +41n MP, + A In GDP + q In RD, + yIn EI,_ +E (8)

8 The absence of Equation 5 in this set of equations is because it is produced for the derivation of
Equation 6.



In EI, = a +OT +8 In EP, + o5 In MP, + A In GDI +F eIn SS, + qIn RD, + y In EI, + E (9)

In EI, = a+OT +8In EP, +6In MP, + A In GDP +eMKT + y In EI,_1 +E (10)

In EI = a+OT +In EP + 6 In MP, + A In GDP, + eMKTEP + y nEI, e (11)

EI, = a+PT + AEPI + MP + pK,_1 / GDP +onL,_1 / GDP +5MKT +e (12)

EI = a+ #T + AEPI + MP + pK,_1 / GDP + anL, / GDP + 6MKTEP +e (13)

Equations 4 and 6 are the two basic models: the partial adjustment model and the

dynamic-optimization model. Equations 7 through 11 are extended partial models, and

Equations 12-13 are extended dynamic models. However, the applicability of the

functional specifications is still subject to null hypothesis testing, especially that of the

partial-adjustment model.

2.3 Decomposition of Own-Price Elasticity

The econometric models discussed in Section 2.2 provide a way to measure generally

the dynamic relationship between energy prices and energy intensity. However, energy

intensity is not an indivisible unit and its changes could be caused by two fundamentally

different factors: final-demand shifts and real energy-efficiency improvements

(production-technology improvements). In order to measure the potentially different

effects of energy-price changes on these two energy-intensity change components, I

decompose the own-price elasticity of energy intensity. Conceptually, I think that part of

the own-price elasticity change of energy intensity is due to efficiency improvements

and the remaining part is due to the structural shifts. I start by introducing the

decomposition of energy consumption changes and energy-intensity changes into the

partial-adjustment model.

First, I examine the energy-intensity changes.



Et =Et I GDP = (Et - 1 + AE) / GDP
= Et- 1 l[GDPt -1 (1 + g)] + AE / GDP

= EIt 1[1 - g /(1 + g)] + (AEshift + AEimprovement)/GDP

= Elt- 1 - EI_ lg /(1 + g) + AEshift / GDP + AEimprovement / GDP

where g is the growth rate of GDP;
AEshift is the energy consumption changes due to the final-demand shift effects;
AE'mprovement is the energy consumption changes due the technology-improvement
effects, which, together with AEshi , is from the SDA modeling;
Et is the energy consumption at time t;
Eli is energy intensity at time t;
GDPt is the gross domestic product at time t.

Subtracting Eli.1 from both sides of the above equation,

AEI= EIt - EIt-1
t t1 (15)

= Elt -1 g /(1+ g)+ AEshft IGDP +Mimprovement /GDP

To this point, I decompose energy intensity changes into final demand shift effect,

production technology adjustment effect, and an undefined component of

-El g/(1+ g), which is related to the previous period's energy intensity and growth

rate, which will be clarified after some transformations. Assuming that there is neither a

structural shift effect nor a technology-improvement effect on energy consumption

change, energy consumption grows at the same rate as GDP. In other words,

controlling for the effects of structural shifts and production-technology adjustments on

energy consumption, energy consumption grows at the same rate of g with GDP.

E, =E,_(1+ g) , that is, AEgrowth =E, g (16)

AErowt is the pure growth effect of energy consumption, net of structural shift and

technological improvement. Then, we have:



AEI = -EI,_1 g /(1 + g) + AE hft / GDP, + AE Em"'""'"""' / GDP

= -E,_g /[GDP,1 (1+ g)] + AE"h'f i GDP, + AE'"z'"'''"""' / GDP,

= -AE Ero"t' / GDP, + AE / GDP, + AE "'p'"'''"""' / GDP,

= (-AE ro'th + AEshift + AE ''"rovement / GDP,

Hence, the energy-intensity change is the joint result, with GDP at the current level, of

three components of the energy-consumption changes: those due to the pure final

demand growth, final demand shift, and technological improvement. However, this

decomposition is not mutually exclusive. Pure final demand growth is the final demand

growth, net of structural change. Final demand shift includes both structural shift and

final demand growth. Hence, I can integrate these two components of energy-intensity

change into the structural-shift effect on energy intensity, that is, the final demand shift

effect on energy intensity net of demand expansion. Mathematically, the relationship of

structural-shift effect on energy consumption with pure final demand growth and final

demand shift effects is as follows:

AE"'"r'"'"a = -AE growth + AEshif (18)

Then, the energy-intensity change is the sum of two subcomponents: the structural-shift

effect and the technology-improvement effect.

AEI = AEstructural / GDP, + AE''provement / GDP = AEI structural + AEI improvement (19)

Second, I incorporate the decomposed energy-intensity changes into the dynamic-

optimization model.

EI, = a+,T + AEP +$MI + pK,_,I GDP + EL, -I /GDP +e (4)



Lagging Equation (4) by one period, I have:

EI,_ a +/(T -1)+ AEl + MP_, + pK,-2 GDP_, + aLt-2 I GDF;_, + e,_, (20)

The first difference (4)-(20) is:

AEI= El -EI_ 1 =f+A(Et -ER 1 )+ y(MP-M_, )+p(K,_ 1GD-K-2 IGD,)

+a(S4_,/GDg-S4-2/GD,) +E-E,_

Incorporating Equation 19 into 21, I have

AEI"'"""'' + AEI'mprove"'""' = AO + A(EP, - EP,) + y(MP, - MP 1) + p(K,_, I GDP - Kt- 2 I GDP_1) (22)
+O(SL, I GDP, - SL,-2 I GDP,)e -e,_

The above equation means that the overall energy-intensity change has a similar

functional specification on the right-hand side as the overall energy intensity in terms of

incorporated measures and their mathematical relationship, while the dependent and

independent variables are not levels at a given time, but changes between two periods.

Furthermore, I assume that both of the two models of energy-intensity changes due to

structural shifts and technological improvements have the same functional specification

as the overall energy-intensity change.

AEI'structua = 0 + A, (EP - EP_1) + y, (MP - MP_1) + p, (K,_ I GDP - K,-2 I GDP11) (23)
+Co(S4-, I GDPI - S4-2 / GDPt_1)

I'mProveme" = f2 + A2 (EP - EP_,) + y2 MP - MP, 1) + p2 (K,_, I GDP; - K- 2 I GDP_1) (24)
+ w2 (S- 1 I GDP - S- 2 / GDP_1)

(23)+(24),

AEI structural + AEI improvemeit

=fl +,02 +( ,+ A2 )AEP+( y, + y2 )AMP+(p, + p2 )A(K I GDP)+(, +w2 )A(SL/ GDP)

(25)

Finally, I have



A = A4 +22 (26)

Therefore, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity is decomposed into two portions:

the portion due to efficiency improvements, and the portion due to structural shifts of

final demand.9 Similarly, at the three-component level of energy-consumption changes,

the first component is the pure final demand growth effect, the second is the final

demand shift effect, and the third is the technological improvement effect, as in

Equation 17 above. I decompose the own-price elasticity of energy intensity into the

corresponding three portions. In this study, I mainly discuss the two-portion method

because the three-portion method is jointly exhaustive but not mutually exclusive, and

also because the structural shift and technological improvement effects on energy

intensity are always debated in the previous studies on China's energy intensity.

Similarly, I can incorporate the decomposed energy-intensity changes into the partial

adjustment model of Equation 6. I decompose the energy intensity modeling as

follows:10

9 The structural shift here refers to the structural shift of final demand, instead of the structural shift among
different production sectors, to which economic analysts normally refer. The structural-shift effect is the
final-demand shift effect net of pure growth effect. Under the SDA modeling framework, it is similar in
concept to the sum of the final-demand distribution and pattern effects, that is, the final-demand effect net
of final-demand level effect.
10 Given that the energy intensity decreases by less than 11 %, we have:

ln(EI, / El,_i) = ln(1 + AEI / EI,1) = ln(1 + AEI structural / EI,_ + AE"iprovee / EII1)

= ln(1 + AE structural %+ AEI "''""""'' %)

tAEIructural %+ AE'j""provement %

where AElstructural% is the percent change of energy intensity due to the structural-shift effects;
AElimprovement% is the percent change of energy intensity due to the production-technology-

improvement effects.



AEI structural % + AEI improvemen" %

=1 + 1 ln(EP / EP 1) + 91 ln(MP / MP,1) + A1 ln(GDP, / GDP,_1) + y, ln(EIt_ / EI,-2)
+62 + 62 ln(EP, / EP, 1)+ 2 In(MP, / MP_1 )+ 2 ln(GDP, / GDP_1) + 2 In(EI,_1 / Elt-2)

=6 +, In(EP, / EP,) + 6ln(MP I MP,) + A ln(GDP / GDP,1 ) + y In(EI, 1 / EIt 2 )

(27)
and 8 = 1 +#2  (28)

As stated earlier, I expect a negative short-run own-price elasticity of energy intensity of

X in Equations 4 and 26 and P in Equations 6 and 28, which means that at least one of

the decomposed coefficients in the two-portion approach is negative. Ideally, the short-

run own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to efficiency improvements of X, and Pi

is negative. This means that the increase of energy prices induces production-

technology improvements and hence energy-efficiency improvements. Consequently,

the energy intensity declines with energy-efficiency improvements. In short, energy

prices are negatively related to energy intensity through their induced effect on energy

efficiency. Popp's study on U.S. patents (2002) shows that energy prices have strongly

significant positive effects on innovations in energy-saving technology.

2.4 Data Sources and Limitations

I use data sets of China's national input-output tables, energy-flow data, energy-price

indexes, and other macroeconomic data. Professor Chen Xikang, Chinese Academy of

Sciences (CAS), provided me a time-series of comparable input-output tables with the

same 18-sector classification in 1990 producer prices. They are for the years of 1981,

1987, 1992, and 1995, a total of four years. He also provided energy flows of coal,



crude oil, refined oil, natural gas, and electricity in physical units in the corresponding

industrial classification and for the same years with those monetary flows in the input-

output tables. His provision of these data made the SDA analysis in this study possible.

Unfortunately, there are no national input-output tables in constant prices for the recent

years. Due to this limitation, I had to limit my decomposition-econometric study to the

years from 1980 to 1995.

These tables and energy-flow data are the research results of the Joint Research Team

of the Institute of Systems Science (ISS), CAS, and Shaanxi Institute of Economics and

Finance (SIEF). They constructed the 1981 table in this set of tables on the basis of the

1981 table for 26 sectors, which was compiled according to the Material Production

System (MPS), following the Russian practice, rather than the System of National

Accounts (SNA), by the Forecasting Center of the State Planning Commission of China

and the State Statistical Bureau of China (Polenske and Chen, 1991). They

reconstructed the remaining tables as follows:

1. The 1987 table on the basis of the 1987 table of 117 sectors, which was

compiled by the Department of Balances of National Economy of the State

Statistical Bureau and Office of the National Input-Output Survey.

2. The 1992 table on the basis of the 1992 table of 118 sectors, compiled by the

Department of Balances of National Economy of the State Statistical Bureau.

3. The 1990 table by using improved RAS methods (a technique for balancing

tables with fixed row and column totals), 1990 statistical data, and the 1987 direct

input coefficients.



4. The 1995 table by using the same methodology as for the 1990 table. (Guo,

2000)

In all these tables, there are four energy sectors: coal, oil, natural gas, and electricity.

Both the energy production sectors and non-energy production sectors are summarized

in Table 2.2. Within this sectoral classification, energy-intensive sectors are presented

at a more disaggregated level than the rest of the economy. Eight final demand users

are also presented in Table 2.2 as follows.



Table 2.2: Eighteen Production Sectors
Models
Code
Production Sectors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

and Seven Final-Demand Sectors in SDA

Sector

Agriculture
Coal
Petroleum
Natural Gas
Electricity
Iron and Steel
Nonferrous Metals
Chemical Fertilizers
Heavy Chemicals

10 Cement
11 Construction Materials
12 Heavy Machinery
13 Light Industry
14 Construction
15 Freight Transport and Telecommunication
16 Commerce
17 Passenger Transport
18 Services

Final Demand Users/Sectors
19 Urban Residents
20 Rural Residents
21 Social Consumers
22 Fixed Assets Formation
23 Change in Stock
24 Export
25 Import
26 Others
Source: Input-output tables in constant producer prices, Joint Team of ISS and SIEF.

In terms of the coke-flow data, I gather them from the energy consumption by sectors

and energy/coke balance tables in series of China's Statistical Yearbooks and China

Energy Statistical Yearbooks. The allocation of these coke-flow data in the hybrid input-

output tables is relatively rough, but based on the industrial classifications of the input-



output tables (Appendix 1) and the China Standard Industrial Classification Code. Up to

this point, the energy-flow matrix shows the flows of six different energy products being

consumed by all eighteen production-sectors and by eight categories of final demand in

the input-output tables. The six energy products are coal, coke, crude oil, refined oil,

natural gas, and electricity, covering significant parts of primary energy and secondary

energy, respectively.

After gathering all the energy-flow data in their individual physical units, I convert these

energy data in physical units into thermal units, that is, standard coal equivalent (SCE),

according to their average net caloric values or lower heating values, using conversion

factors given in Table 2.3. Lastly, I aggregate them into four categories, that is, coal, oil,

natural gas, and electricity, based on the conversion efficiency (Table 2.4) and input-

output relationship, which make them fit into the four energy sectors in the input-output

tables. In the oil and coal sector, respectively, the self-consumption of energy is

calculated using the following formula:

Self-consumed energy = total crude oil/coal
- sum(crude oil/coal used by other sectors)
- sum(oil products/coke used by other sectors)/conversion
efficiency



Table 2.3: Conversion Factors to Standard Coal Equivalent

1981 1987 1992 1995
Coal kgsce/kg 0.71
Coke kgsce/kg 0.97
Crude Oil kgsce/kg 1.43
Refined Oil kgsce/kg 1.447 1.449 1.452 1.454
Natural Gas kgsce/m3 1.33
Electricity kgsce/kwh 4.07 4.02 3.89 3.96
Source: China Statistical Yearbook (CSYB) and the calculation of the author
Note: The conversion factors for refined oil are the weighted averages of four major refined oil
products of fuel oil, gasoline, kerosene, and diesel for any given year.

Table 2.4: Conversion Efficiency (%)
Oil Refinery Coking

1981 99.1 90.9
1987 98.8 90.5
1992 96.8 92.7
1995 97.7 92.0

Source: China Energy Statistical Yearbook

Then, all the monetary values of energy outlays of coal, oil, natural gas, and electricity

in the input-output tables are replaced by their thermal values. Thus, the hybrid input-

output tables are constructed and all energy products are primary energy except

electricity, but not all commercial primary energy are included. I incorporate a

hypothetical hydropower and nuclear power sector into the hybrid input-output tables

following the approach used by Lin (1996) in order to avoid double counting both

primary energy (e.g., coal) used to generate secondary energy (e.g., electricity) and the

consumption of secondary energy. The hydropower and/or nuclear sector sell all its

output to the electricity sector for power generation and get all of its input from the earth,

not from other intermediate sectors. Each of these hybrid input-output tables has the

same number of purchasing and producing intermediate sectors.



Energy prices for econometric modeling are in index form and are at a highly

aggregated level. The general energy price index (Figure 4.1) is the weighted average

of energy prices of the three primary energy types, weighted by their individual energy

consumption in physical quantities from the published China Statistical Yearbook. Other

data, such as the GDP, the fixed assets, technical personnel, etc., are from various

statistical books published by the National Statistical Bureau of China, and are

processed according to certain assumptions and empirical study practices."

I present the original time-series data sets of China's overall economy and its industry

sectors for econometric modeling in Appendices A and B,1 respectively, and their

descriptive statistics in Appendices C and D. In addition, the simple correlation matrices

of the regressors are in Appendices E and F.

Although the data I use for the analysis of China's energy prices and energy intensity

are generally reliable, there are some limitations, primarily of three kinds. First, the

hybrid input-output tables are at a rather high level of sectoral aggregation. Some of the

final demand shift effect at a finer level of sectoral classification on energy savings may

be accounted for as the effect of technological changes. (Lin, 1996) The price-

technology effect on energy intensity may be upwardly biased. Second, the SDA

analysis is not annual, due to the lesser frequency of input-output table compilation in

" The process and the resulting date are compiled in appendices.
12 One of the difficulties of data collection is the inconsistency of statistical items. Although most of my
data are from various editions of China Statistical Yearbook, the statistical content changes frequently.



China. I assume a constant pattern, that is, the relative importance expressed as a ratio,

of production technology adjustment effect and final demand shift effect on energy

savings. The decomposed own-price elasticity of energy intensity may be biased either

upward or downward. Third, some of the data in one time series have to rely on some

other assumptions due to the gradual reform of China's statistical system. The different

fine level and the inconsistency of industry classification between different years of

those statistical data bring about more difficulties. They produce some measurement

errors for econometric modeling.

2.5 Summary

In order to assess the hypothesis of the negative relationship between China's energy

intensity and energy prices empirically, I utilize the structural-decomposition model, an

input-output-based model, and two econometric models, which I obtained from

econometric energy-demand studies. The two models are complementary. I connect

them through the decomposition of energy-consumption savings. First, I use

econometric models to measure the price elasticity of overall energy intensity. Second, I

decompose energy-intensity changes into the two portions of the structural shift and

production-technology improvement effects, assuming that energy consumption grows

at the same rate as GDP when there is no structural shift and technological

improvement. I derive the effects on energy intensity of structural shifts and energy-

efficiency improvements using SDA analysis, in which I decompose energy-

consumption changes into final-demand shift effects and production-technology



improvement effects. Third, I use the decomposed energy-intensity changes to measure

the own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to structural shifts and also due to

energy-efficiency improvements in econometric models.

In this study, as I mentioned earlier, I obtained all the data for econometric studies from

published statistical or census books. The 1980-2002 time series for modeling of the

overall economy and the industry sector are annual (Appendices A and B). Four Input-

output tables in 1990 constant prices and energy-flow data of coal, crude oil, refined oil,

natural gas, and electricity are for 1981, 1987, 1992, and 1995, were provided by

Professor Chen Xikang, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Coke-flow data are basically

from various editions of China Statistical Yearbook and China Energy Statistical

Yearbook.



Chapter 3

Decomposition of Energy Consumption

3.1 Energy Consumption and Energy Intensity

Since late 1978 when China implemented a "reform and open door" policy, its economy

and energy consumption have been growing rapidly. During the years 1978-2002, the

gross domestic product (GDP) increased by 9.3% (CSYB, 2003) annually, but the

energy consumption rises at a lower rate of 4%. The growth of China's GDP outpaces

that of the energy consumption, indicating the decreasing of energy intensity.

Generally speaking, China's total energy consumption has been increasing from 602.8

Mtce (Million tones of coal equivalent) in 1980 to 1,480 Mtce in 2002. The consumption

has therefore more than doubled. The four types of primary energy: coal, petroleum,

natural gas, and hydro-power (primary electricity), account for 72.2%, 20.7%, 3.1% and

3.4%, respectively, in 1980 and for 66.1%, 23.4%, 2.7%, and 7.8% respectively, in

2002. China has been shifting its energy consumption from coal to petroleum and

hydro-power, but coal consumption still dominates the energy market. China's energy

consumption experienced a dip after a continuous increase in the 1980s and early

1990s, which was mainly caused by the reduction in industry demand. (Figure 3.1)
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Among all the consumers by economic sectors, the industry sector is the largest and

dominates energy consumption in China. Energy consumption in the industry sector

accounts for about 67% over the entire investigated period, and most of the changes in

total energy consumption arose from that sector. (Figure 3.2) The CEG's revised data

show that the energy consumption decline in industry sector was greater than the

decline of overall energy consumption by 23.8 Mtce. The increase in energy

consumption from 1996 to 1999 occurred mainly in the transportation sector, whose

energy consumption increased by 32.6 Mtce (CEG, 2004). The industry sector

dominates energy consumption in China. In this context, I will explore the hypothesis

that energy intensity was negatively correlated with energy prices in China for the

overall economy as well as for the industry sector in Chapter 4.



Figure 3.2: Energy End Use by Sector
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The fact that China's GDP outpaced its energy consumption indicates that China's

overall energy-intensity declined over time (Figure 3.3). The overall energy intensity in

2002, which was 460 kilogram standard coal equivalents (kgsce) per thousand

RenMinBi (RMB) Yuan, was 70% less than the one in 1978. This phenomenon has

been in contrast to the overall trend toward higher energy intensity in many developing

countries at similar stages of economic development (Lin, 1996; Zhang 2003). CEG's

database shows that if China's energy intensity had been stabilized at its 1977 level,

China's energy consumption would have been more than three times its current

consumption level (Figure 3.4). Energy-intensity declines contributed to the energy

savings and helped energy consumption growing at a slower pace than GDP. In this

sense, China experienced energy savings. In fact, the declining energy intensity has a



valuable meaning to China's energy conservation, energy security, and environmental

protection as well.

Figure 3.3: China Energy Intensity Index (1 978=1 00)
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Figure 3.4: Primary Commercial Energy Consumption: Actual Use and Use Predicted by
1977 Energy Intensity
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3.2 Energy Effects of Final-Demand Shifts

Concerning the energy-saving process, however, there may be two different factors

driving it: final-demand shifts and production-technology adjustments. In the following

two sections, I will use the SDA analysis to explore how much each of the two factors

affected energy consumption in China during each of the three periods when

comparable data are available (1981-1987, 1987-1992, and 1992-1995).

In this section, I examine the energy effect of final-demand shifts, which have important

energy consequences directly and indirectly. In order to identify the final-demand shift

effect on energy consumption change, I assume, within any examined period, that

production technology remains constant and stays at the level of the start of that period.



For example, I assume production technology to be that of 1981 for the period from

1981 to 1987. With this assumption, I am able to investigate how much more/less

energy would have been required at the end of any period (1987) if the production

technology of the start of the period (1981) had still been used to satisfy the final

demand of the end of the period (1987).

Using the SDA model, I conduct a series of matrix computations to decompose energy

consumption changes based on the hybrid input-output tables discussed earlier. The

resulting final-demand shift effects on energy consumption not only include the direct

energy use changes by final consumers, but also changes in intermediate or indirect

energy use implied by changes in the demand for both energy and non-energy products

resulting from three types of final demand changes: level, distribution (across final

users), and pattern (i.e., the spending pattern across different goods and services of

final users). (Lin, 1996) In the SDA formula, these two parts of direct and indirect energy

use changes due to final-demand shifts are illustrated as e[Y-YR]n and FR[Y-YR].

As the decomposition results (Table 3.2) show, most of the energy consumption

changes are due to final-demand shifts, which have increased energy consumption in

China. In the 1981-1987 period, if China had used 1981 technology to deliver 1987 final

demand, China's final-demand shift would, in total, have raised its energy consumption

by 506.6 million tonnes, of which 92.0% would be due to the indirect energy effect of

final-final demand shifts. In the 1987-1992 and 1992-1995 periods, these two figures

are 432.8 million tonnes (99.1%), and 461.4 million tonnes (99.2%), respectively. In



China, it is primarily the changes in non-energy consumption of final consumers that

have raised the total energy consumption in China, but indirectly.

Table 3.1: Decomposition of China Energy-Consumption Changes (Mtce)
Energy use changes Final demand shift Production-technology change

AE FR[Y - YR] e[Y- YR]n subtotal [F - FR] Y
1987-1981 267.9 466.2 40.4 506.6 -238.7
1992-1987 222.1 428.8 4.0 432.8 -210.7
1995-1992 218.0 457.7 3.7 4614 -243.4

Source: the SDA modeling
Note: The difference between the results of SDA modeling and the results from published
energy data from CSYB is due to allocation errors.

Although final demand is a heterogeneous group, and spending by different groups

depends on widely different factors and may develop along divergent paths (OTA,

1990), I do not explore the final-demand shift effects in more detail, that is, for changes

in the level, distribution, and pattern effects. Instead, I assume there is a pure growth

effect of GDP on energy consumption and convert the decomposition from final-demand

shift effects and production-technology-adjustment effects to final-demand's structural-

shift effect and production-technology-adjustment effects. I do not explore energy

consumption changes in the level, pattern, and distribution framework, because my

main purposes are to examine the relationship of energy prices and energy intensity

and to differentiate the price-technology effect and price-structure effect.

However, several points concerning the final-demand-shifts effect on energy

consumption changes are worth pointing out. Among all the seven final users (imports

and exports are combined into one user-international trade) in the input-output

accounts, the demand shift of residential consumers, especially urban residential



consumers, is the second largest factor raising the energy consumption after the fixed-

asset formation shifts (Table 3. 3). It is especially the shifts in non-energy product

consumption of residential users that have played a significant role in the increase of

energy consumption in China. International trade is the factor that saved energy for

China indirectly through product-demand shifts; the indirect effect of imports on energy

savings was larger than that of exports on energy consumption increases.

Table 3.2: The Indirect Energy-Consumption
Rural Urban
Residential Residential Social
Consumption Consumption Consumption

Mtce
1981-1987 118.1 108.9 35.4
1987-1992 78.5 107.2 46.4
1992-1995 76.9 119.9 11.4

1981-1987 25.3 23.4 7.6
1987-1992 18.3 25.0 10.8
1992-1995 16.8 26.2 2.5
Source: SDA modeling and calculations

Effects of Final Demand Shifts
Fixed
Assets Stock International
Formation Changes trade Ot

271.7 29.7 -81.3
177.4 17.3 -14.4
253.0 38.1 -36.2

58.3 6.4 -17.5
41.4 4.0 -3.3
55.3 8.3 -7.9

3.3 Energy Effects of Technological Improvements

Besides the final-demand shift, production-technology improvement is the other factor

that impacts energy consumption level. I use a production-input mix to describe

production technology for a particular product sector, which refers to a column of direct

input or technical coefficients of that product sector in input-output models. The

technical coefficients for a particular sector are obtained by dividing each element in the

column of that sector by the total output for that sector. (Polenske and Fournier, 1993)

Thus, what a given production-input mix actually shows is the underlying structural

Sub-
hers total

16.2 466.2
16.4 428.8
-5.5 457.7

-3.5 100.0
3.8 100.0

-1.2 100.0



relationship of the average production technology of a sector, that is, the relationship

between the output of a given sector and its required inputs. (Lin, 1996) A systematic

tabulation of production-input mixes of all production sectors of an economy provides a

concise and detailed description of the technological structure of the economy at a

given time. (Leontief, 1958)

Hence, in the SDA model, technology is at the sectoral level and is defined widely. The

production-technology changes are at least the aggregation of five separate (but

overlapping) kinds of activities (Lin, 1996): (1) changes in production facilities, such as,

the introduction of electric furnace for steel production; (2) changes in management

practice and operations of production facilities; (3) changes in the quality of inputs; (4)

changes in capacity utilization and/or scale of production; (5) changes in the types of

quality of goods and services produced within a sector (product mix), which are not

included in the production structural shift because the structural -shift is defined at the

sector level.

Production-technology adjustments alter the input requirement of direct energy inputs

and also other non-energy intermediate inputs. Direct energy-input coefficients not only

varied significantly across the eighteen production sectors of China's economy, but also

varied over time. (Appendices A-D) Consequently, the direct and indirect energy-input

requirements also changed. (Appendices E-H) When we examine the energy effect of

production-technology changes within a period, for example, within the 1981-1987

period, what we are really asking is: "how much would total energy consumption change



if China had had to produce the 1987 final output according to the 1981, rather than

1987, structural relationships of production technologies?" (Lin, 1996)

Compared to the increasing effects of final-demand shifts, China's production-

technology adjustment had negative effects on energy consumption, helping China

saving energy in the 1980s and early 1990s. (Table 3.2) The improvement of production

technology in 1987 over that of 1981 helped China save 238.63 million tonnes of

primary energy in the process of delivering 1987 final demand. In other words, if the

production technology had not improved from its 1981 level to the 1987 level, China

would have consumed, in addition to the final-demand effect, 238.63 million tonnes

more energy than it consumed in 1981 in order to meet all the 1987 realized final

demand. Similarly, for the 1987-1992 and 1992-1995 periods, the figures are 210.75

and 243.42 million tonnes, respectively. Thus, the ratios between the final-demand-shift

effect and the production-technology-improvement effect are 2.12: -1, 2.05: -1, and 1.9:-

1 for the 1981-1987, 1987-1992, and 1992-1995 periods, respectively. Within any time

period, production-technology improvements significantly decreased the energy

consumption, but these effects on energy consumption are not as large as those of

final-demand shifts. Over time, the production-technology effect on energy consumption

was larger in the late 1980s than the early 1980s and also larger in the early 1990s than

in the 1980s.



Table 3.3: The Indirect Energy-Consumption Effects of Production-Technology
Improvements by Energy Type (Mtce)

1981-1987 1987-1992 1992-1995
Coal -13517 -15983 -19204
Petroleum -8088 -2842 -4713
Natural Gas -1423 -738 -886
Electricity -3643 -2603 -3328

Toatal -23866 -21072 -24342
Source: SDA modeling and calculations

3.4 Summary

The energy-intensity decline in China is a complex phenomenon and has led China's

energy consumption to grow at a slower rate than China's economic output. However,

concerning the question what is the major factor explaining the energy-intensity decline

in China, analysts have different opinions. Structural shifts (producing and consuming)

and real energy efficiency changes are the primary debates. The analysis on energy

consumption changes provides some clues on it. In this paper, I use the SDA model to

uncover the myth of energy savings in China as discussed in Chapter 2: Methodology

and Data. To do so, I collect and build four hybrid energy input-output tables. Using

these tables, I decompose China's energy-consumption changes during three distinctive

periods (1981-1987, 1987-1992, and 1992-1995) into two effects of final-demand shifts

and production-technology adjustments, both of which may help China lower its energy

consumption. I will use these findings on China's energy consumption to examine its

energy intensity in the next section.



From the SDA modeling and calculations, I obtain the following findings on energy-

consumption changes. First, China's final demand shifts and production-technology

adjustments had opposite effects on its energy consumption. Final-demand shifts

increased energy consumption, while technology improvements had decreased energy

consumption, which helped China save energy. The production-technology adjustment

was the major factor that explains the unexpected energy-consumption savings1 and

declining energy intensity in China although it had less impact on energy consumption

than final-demand shifts, The ratios between energy- consumption effects of final-

demand shifts and technology improvements are 2.09:-i, 1.99: -1, and 1.83:-i,

respectively, for the three periods, 1981-1987, 1987-1992, and 1992-1995. This implies

that in the case that China's energy intensity declined and economy grew, that is, final

demand expanded, it is the production-technology-adjustment effect that exceeded the

final-demand-shift effect and enabled China to expand its economy in an energy-saving

manner. Energy intensity declined.

Second, for the three periods I examined, the indirect effect of final-demand shifts on

energy consumption is larger than the direct effect of final-demand shifts and always

raised energy consumption in China. Thus, the non-energy product consumption shifts

of final users have a significant impact on energy consumption indirectly. International

trade is the factor which saved energy for China indirectly through product demand

shifts; the indirect effect of imports on energy savings was larger than that of exports on

13 I define energy savings in the same way as most of the analysts do. When energy consumptions do not
grow at the same pace as the GDP does, we think that energy are saved due to some changes in the
economy, such as technology improvements. There would have been an extra amount of energy
consumed by the economy if there had no such changes. In this sense, we have energy savings.



energy consumption increases. It implies that consumers' appetite in China in the past

actually changed towards more energy intensive product, such as refrigerators and

cars. 14

These static comparative results help us to understand the phenomenon of energy

savings and energy-intensity decreases in China from the accounting point of view. In

the next chapter, I conduct a series of econometric studies in order to understand the

relationship between energy intensity and energy prices from the dynamic and

behavioral point of view, first reviewing energy prices in China.

14 This energy intensity of a product refers to a broader concept, not limited to the direct energy
requirement of consuming the product, but refers to a concept in which energy intensity includes the
energy consumption during the production process. It measures direct and indirect energy consumption
per unit of output.



Chapter 4

Hypothesis Testing

4.1 Energy Prices in General

Together with the decline in energy intensity, China's energy prices and its pricing

system have also been changing. Since the deregulation of energy pricing by the

central government began to be implemented in late 1992, China has gradually built a

market-determined pricing system. Although the reform's extensiveness and intensity

varied by energy types, China's energy prices did change, mainly increasing. As the

price indices show (Figure 4.1), energy prices and energy prices relative to prices of

general industrial products generally increased over time with some fluctuations in the

late 1990s. In particular, after significant energy-pricing-system reforms, real prices for

coal and other energy products rose at a far higher rate than those for other industrial

products. The price increases changed the situation that existed prior to the pricing-

system reform, when coal prices were usually lower than the world prices and even

lower than the production costs of coal (Changle, Yan, Zhilin, and Zhao, 2003).



Figure 4.1: Price Indices by Energy Type
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Note: Aggregate (general) energy prices are calculated by the weighted average of four types of
primary energy and three energy price indices. Coal consumption is the weight to the price
index of the coal industry, hydro-power consumption is the one to that of the electricity industry,
and crude oil as well as natural gas consumptions are the weights to that of the petroleum
industry. The differences of hydro-power prices and thermal power prices are assumed zero.
The year of 1979 is the base year.

4.2 General Relationship in the Overall Economy and the Industry Sector

Such increasing energy prices may have played a role in the process of the energy-

intensity decline in China during the last two decades. In order to test this hypothesis, I

examine the overall national economy and the industry sector. For both of them, I

employ the same analytical logic and implement the statistical tests and inferences in

the same process as follows, using ordinary least squares (OLS).



First, I examine the attributes of the error terms in the two basic models without the

regressors of structural shift, R&D expenditures, the policy-change dummy variable, or

the interaction term. Although the functional specifications have been defined and have

included the energy-intensity lag regressor in the partial- adjustment model according to

energy demand theory and previous empirical studies, China's practice may have its

own properties. I start with the test of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation of each of

the two basic models, respectively, at both the overall economy and the industry-sector

levels.

White-tests15 show that the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity about the overall

national economy can be rejected, while that of the industry sector cannot be rejected at

the 0.05 significance level. I use the White-robust standard error method to calculate the

standard errors of the parameters in the models for the overall economy. Durbin-

Watson tests for the overall economy and the industry sector are all in the ambiguous

region with their individual degrees of freedom. I further compute the parameter

estimates and their standard errors of the first-order autocorrelation regressors for each

of the four combinations of the partial-adjustment model and the dynamic optimization

model as well as the overall economy and the industry sector. None of null hypotheses

of the zero autocorrelation parameter estimates can be rejected at the 0.05 significance

level. However, the null hypothesis of a lagged dependent variable can be rejected in

the dynamic optimization model of the industry sector at the 0.05 significance level. The

15 White-test is used to diagnose the property of the error term of a regression to ensure whether it has
heteroskedasticity or homoskedasticity.



remaining three basic regressions keep the lagged dependent variable as a regressor.

For these remaining three, I further examine the null hypothesis of first-order

autocorrelation when there is a lagged dependent variable among the regressors using

the Durbin-m tests. The tests show that I can reject the null hypothesis that there is no

autocorrelation in the context of lagged dependent variable in the partial-adjustment

model of the industry sector at the 0.05 significance level, but not in the models of the

overall economy. The summary of null hypothesis results is in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Results of the Null hypotheses Tests for Error Terms
Null Hypotheses The Overall Economy The Industry Sector

Homoskedasticity --- ++

Partial D-W test Ambiguous Ambiguous
Adjustment No autocorrelation --- ---

Model Lagged dependent ++ ++
No autocorrelation
(Lagged dependent) ++ ---

Homoskedasticity --- ++

Dynamic D-W test Ambiguous Ambiguous
Optimization No autocorrelation --- ---

Model Lagged dependent ++ ---
No autocorrelation

1 (Lagged dependent) ++

Note: --- means reject the null hypothesis; ++ stands for the fact that I cannot reject the null
hypothesis.

Second, I run the regressions on China's time-series data according to the functional

specifications in Chapter 2 (Methodology and Data) and the null hypothesis testing

results about error terms in the first step. The results are summarized in Tables 4.2 and

4.3.



Table 4.2: Results of Null Hypothesis Testing and Regressions: China's Overall Economy
_______Partial Adjustment Model Dynamic Model

Common
variables Lnep, Inmp, InGDP, T, lnei -) _ _ _ m t, st(-1), sl( 1), ei(-1)

Added
variables Mkt mktep lnss lnrd lnss, lnrd Mkt mktep

ep -.1(.87).39 -.17(l.1).28 -.17(1.1)28 -.1(.59).56 -.07(.63).54 -.06(.4).69 -.008(2.).04 -.00008(0)1 -.00005(.O)l

mp .1(-9)-38 .04(.3).7 .04(.34).7 .1(.97).35 .08(.75).46 .07(.7).49 .008(.89).4 .02(l.5).15 .02(1.3)21

GDP -.27(1.4).18 -.33(1.8).1 -.33(1.8).1 -.36(1.4).18 -.32(1.5)16 -.44(2.1).06

T .00(.3).76 .01(.6).54 .01(.6).5 .01(.45).66 .01(.6).55 .02(.87).4 -.08(1.0)32 -.15(l.6).14 -.13(l.4).18

ei(-l)* .57(1.3)3.9 .58(1.5) 58(1.5) .55(1.0) .52(1.2) .5(1.1) .78(4.2)3.8 .69(3.5) .71(3.6)

ar(1)* .6(1.1)3.74 .6(1.0) .6(1.0) .65(.96) .65(.96) .7(1.45) 10.1

mkt .04(1.1)16 -.55(1.1).29

1980- mktep .008(1).28 -.003(.78).5

2002 Inss .12(.68).51 .14(1.03).32

s t ( -1 ) - 0 ( 3 ) 7 .0 ( 6 .5 1 .3 ( .9 2 ) .3 7 -.0 3 ( .0 2 ) .9 8 .5 8 ( .3 2 ) .7 5
SI(-1)-7.3(l.6).14 -7.3(1.7).12 -7.7(1.7).1 1

e'e (F) .0098(499) .0094(413) .0094(414) .0094(412) .0095(407) .0091(347) .5909(609) .5348(538) .5607(513)

D-W* 1.1(.96,1.8) .99(.86,2)

white.test* 2.74(.047) .3.6(.02)

6(.2.75(.02) . 01..16(.26)

To be continued on the next page.



Partial Adjustment Model Dynamic Model
Common

variables Lnep, Inmp, InGDP, T, enei(-1) ep, mp, t, st(-1), si -1), ei(-1)
Added

variables Mkt mktep Inss Inrd Inss, Inrd Mkt mktep

ep -. 1(2.2).1 -. 009(.58).6

mp .08(2.5).07 .007(1.).37

GDP -. 69(12).00

T .001(2).11 -. 3(3.5).02

1980- ei(-1) -.41(3.3).03 
-.12(.51).63

1992 ar(1) -.33(1.4).23

Inss

Inrd

st(-1) 23.(3.5).02

sl(-1) .69(.13).89

e'e (F) .00008(1167) .1009(190)

ep -. 46(1.7).19 -. 002(.23).8

m p .67(1.4).26 -. 02(.49).66

GDP 5.3(1.5).23

T -. 32(1.1).33 -1.1(3.3).05

1993- ei(-1) .46(.8).48

1993 ar(1) .78(8.5).00
2002 ls _________

Inss
Inrd

st(-1) 6.2(1.4).25

sI(-1) -65(3.7).03

e'e (F) .0031(62) .1537(93) 1

Chow-test F=(.0098-(.00008+.0031))/(.00008+.0031)*9/7=2.676 F=(.5909-
n=23, k=7, j=2, (7,9)--3.68(.05); 2.72(.1) n=23, k=7, j=2

--3.68(.05); 2.72(.1);

Source: the author
Notes: 1. In the portion of partial adjustment model, regressors are in log specification; while in the portion of the dynamic economic-
optimization model, regressors are not.



2. Generally, there are three set of figures for each cell, separated by a pair of parentheses. They are coefficient estimate, t-
value, and probability, respectively. However, for e'e (F) rows, the first and second figures are the error sum of squares and the F-
value of each regression, respectively.

3. Rows with * signify that the cells in that row have results from null hypotheses about error terms' attributes, that is,
homoskedasticity, autocorrelation, lagged dependent variable, and autocorrelation in the context of a lagged dependent variable as a

regressor. In this case, sets of figures are also separated by a pair of parentheses. Specifically, in cells with three sets of figures
about autocorrelation and lagged dependent variable, the first two are coefficient estimates and related statistical values, and the

third one is the t-value of the null hypothesis tests about the error terms; while in cells with two sets of figures, they are the coefficient
estimate and related statistical values, except the rows of D-W test, White-test, and e(-1), where the two figures are the test results of

the statistical value and the probability.



Table 4.3: Results of Null Hypothesis Testing and Regressions: China's Industry Sector

Partial Adjustment Model Dynamic Model

Common
variables Lnep, lnmp, InGD T, lnei(-1) ep, mp, t, st(-1), sl(-1), ei(-1)

Added
variables Mkt mktep Inss Inrd Inss, Inrd Mkt mktep

ep -.29(2.3).03 -.36(2.2).05 -.36(2.1).05 -.31(2.3).04 -.26(2,0).06 -.28(2.1).06 -.01(.7).49 -.02(l.6).14 -.005(.24).8

.2(1.4)19 .14(.74).47 .14(.73).48 .2(1.3).20 .15(.94).4 .14(.86).40 .01(.33).74 .04(1.4).18 .017(.6).56

GDP -. 1(.58).57 -.19(83)42 -.19(.83).42 -. 11(.65).53 -.2(1.04).31 -.27(1.3).23

T -.005(.29).8 .004(.18).9 .004(.19).8 -.004(.23).8 .01(.58).57 .02(.8).44 -.48(1.4).18 -.3(1.7).10 -.51(1.4).17

ei(-1)* .59(4.2)4.2 .56(3.8).00 .57(3.9)00 .56(3.3).00 .53(3.6).00 .45(2.4).03 0.3

ar(1)* 6.1 .84(8.7)8.74 .39(.89).38 .84(8.09).0

mkt .05(.6).56 -.86(.88).39

1980- mktep .01(.61).55 -. 003(.6).55

2002 Inss .113(.35).73 .26(.75).46

Inrd -. 1(1.02).32 -. 13(1.2).25

st(-1) 
4.2(2.4).03 .91(.66).52 3.9(2.2).05

s(-1)4.9(.32).75 
18(.88).39 4.1(.26).79

e'e (F) .0173(516) .0169(413) .0169(414) .0171(407) .0161(432) .0155(360) 2.158(442) 2.213(343) 2.1(362)

D-W* .85(.9,1.8) 1.697(.9, 2)

white-test .75(.65) 1.08(44).

To b c ni e o .63(.5)

To be continued on the next page.



SPartial Adjustment Model Dynamic ModelCommon
variables Lnep, lnmp, InGDP, T, Inei(-1) ____ ep, mp, t, st(-1), S1(-1) ei(-l)
Added

variables Mkt mktep Inss Inrd Inss, Inrd Mkt mktep
ep -. 18(2.6).041 .005(.22).83
mp .01(.34).74 .002(.13).9
GDP -.68(9.6).00

T .03(6.1).00 ______ -14(.06).95 _____

1 9 8 0 - e i ) -.0 8 (.5 9 ).5 7 .9 9( 7 .2_.0 0

1992 
ar(1)

Inss
Inrd

st(-1) 5.8(6.7)001
s1(-1) -1.5(21).83

e'e (F) .00026(478) .1396(128)

ep -.16(.2).85 -.0001(.0).99_
mp -1.19(.67).54 -.07(.44).69

G DP .58(1.3).36 _.02(.02).98

T -.17(2.8).05

1993- ei(-1) -.4(.68).53 .44(.78).49_

2002 ar(1)

Inss

Inrd 

-6.6(1.8)18
_______ _ __ __ _ 131(l.6).21______ _ _ _ _ _

es1me1tst-1,s-1,ei-

e'e (F) .0061(70)2)

Chow-test.Q F=(.0 173-(.00026+.0061))/ (.00026+.006 1)* 11/6--3.15 F=(2.1 576-(.-1396+.4780))/
n=23, k=6, j=2, (6,11)-4.03(.05); 2.92(1) n=23, k=7, j=2, (79)

-3.68(.05); 2.72(1)

Source: the author
Notes: 1. In the portion of partial adjustment model, regressors are in log specification; while in the portion of the dynamic economic-
optimization model, regressors are not.

2. Generally, there are three set of figures for each cell, separated by a pair of parentheses. They are coefficient estimate, t-
value, and probability, respectively. However, for e'e (F) rows, the first and second figures are the error sum of squares and the F-
value of each regression, respectively.



3. Rows with * signify that the cells in that row have results from null hypotheses about error terms' attributes, that is,
homoskedasticity, autocorrelation, lagged dependent variable, and autocorrelation in the context of a lagged dependent variable as a

regressor. In this case, sets of figures are also separated by a pair of parentheses. Specifically, in cells with three sets of figures
about autocorrelation and lagged dependent variable, the first two are coefficient estimates and related statistical values, and the
third one is the t-value of the null hypothesis tests about the error terms; while in cells with two sets of figures, they are the coefficient
estimate and related statistical values, except the rows of D-W test, White-test, and e(-1), where the two figures are the test results of
the statistical value and the probability.



According to the nine functional specifications and error-term tests, I conduct eighteen

regressions for the overall economy and the industry sector, nine for each of them.

Generally speaking, all eighteen regressions are statistically significant. Each of the

regressions has an equation F-statistic value larger than the corresponding critical

values at the 0.05 significance level. However, some of the individual parameters are

not statistically significantly different from zero even at the 0.2 significance level.

As for my t-tests of the individual regressor, the results are not uniform and depend on

the sector. I primarily discuss the parameters of energy prices. In the basic and

extended partial adjustment models of the overall economy, the t-statistics of the

parameter estimate of the log energy prices is less than its critical value at the 0.1

significance level, with 17 degrees of freedom, and we cannot reject its null hypothesis;

while in the dynamic optimization model of the same overall economy, the t-statistic of

energy prices is larger than their corresponding critical value even at the .05

significance level, and we can reject the null hypothesis of the zero parameter of energy

prices. I prefer the results of the dynamic model because I use the energy-price index in

the industry sector to approximate the prices for the overall economy. In China, energy

prices were differentiated by the users. For example, residential consumers face

different energy prices from the consumers in the industry sector. The dynamic model is

more complex and includes two other important quasi-fixed assets, which control for the

effect of other variables on energy intensity when measuring the effect of energy prices.

Turning to the industry sector, I find that the regressions also present as perplexing



results as those of the overall economy, but the results of parameter null hypothesis

testing are opposite. I can reject the null hypotheses about the zero parameter of the

energy prices in the six partial-adjustment models, while I cannot reject them in the

dynamic model. I think the results from partial-adjustment models are more reliable for

the industry sector, because of the limited data availability, data assumptions, and the

model features. I assume the fixed distribution of national skilled labor among sectors,

which is problematic.

The other common regressor in the two basic models, the prices of non-energy

materials, presents the same results: for the overall economy, its parameter estimates

have a lower probability of being zero in the dynamic model than in the partial-

adjustment model; estimates for the industry sectors have a lower probability of being

zero in the partial adjustment models than in the dynamic models. Thus, I think that the

dynamic model is more reliable for the overall economy, while the partial-adjustment

model is preferable for the industry sector. Again, the main reason lies in the data

availability and its corresponding measurement bias.

However, comparing the two basic models, I have the following uniform results for the

overall economy and the industry sector. First, the energy price deregulation of the

central government does not have a significant effect on energy intensity. The null

hypotheses about the zero parameter of the policy change dummy variable with the

post-deregulation as 1 as well as about the zero parameter of the interaction term

cannot be rejected at a predetermined 0.1 significance level. This result is opposite to



the expectation that after deregulation the economy would present a higher elasticity of

energy intensity with respect to energy prices because energy prices before

deregulation were lower than the production cost for a long time due to Chinese

government's intervention in order to protect general growth. Although the policy change

measures are not significant, I note that the rejection of the null hypotheses related to

policy changes depends on the level of predetermined significance level and the sector

(Tables 4.2 and 4.3).

Second, in terms of regressors of structural shifts and R&D expenditures, regressions

result in positive estimates for the former and negative estimates for the latter, as

expected. In addition, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity increases very slightly

by 2-7% with the inclusion of structural shifts as a regressor in the partial adjustment

model, while it decreases by about 10-25% with the inclusion of R&D expenditures.

However, the effects of the structural shift and R&D expenditures on energy intensity

are not statistically significant both in the overall economy and the industry sector even

at a higher predetermined 0.2 significance level. The probabilities that these parameters

are equal to zero are high, from 25% to 73%. This result differs from those of some

previous analysts, who argue that the fact of structural shifts away from energy-

intensive sectors to non-energy intensive sectors is the primary reason to the energy-

intensity decline. However, given the simple assumption of the R&D expenditures in the

industry sector, my results about the effects of R&D expenditures in the industry sector

should be treated with caution.



Third, according to the results from the Chow-test, the null joint hypotheses about the

stability of the parameters over time within each of the two economic sectors cannot be

rejected at the 0.05 significance level. It is valid in both of the basic models for the

overall economy and for the industry sector. Although the parameter signs of the energy

prices, the prices of non-energy materials, etc., change from negative to positive or vice

versa over the two sub time periods, the F-statistic values from the Chow-test are all

less than the critical values at their individual degrees of freedom (Tables 4.2 and 4.3).

This is consistent my test results of the non-rejected null hypothesis of the zero

parameters of the policy change and the interaction term. There is less than a 5%

chance that I am wrong in arguing that the economy's reaction to energy-price changes

persisted over time in terms of energy intensity or arguing that the own-price elasticity of

energy intensity persists over time.

Fourth, the overall economy and the industry sector are different in terms of the degree

of the reactions to the energy-price changes in the process of using energy. Compared

to the own-price elasticity of the energy intensity in the overall economy, the one in the

industry sector is higher. The regressions show that the industry sector has a short-run

own-price elasticity of energy intensity of -0.29 according to the partial-adjustment

model, while the overall economy has that of -0.13 for the average year according to the

dynamic optimization model, both of which are reasonable estimates. In the long-run,

the own-price elasticity for the industry sector is -0.78.16

16 For the overall economy, I cannot derive the long-run elasticity. Due to limited data, I prefer the dynamic
economic-optimization model for the overall economy and apply only the short-run specification in this
study on China's energy intensity.



Up to this point, I have examined the general relationship between energy intensity and

energy prices. However, as mentioned in Section 2.3, the energy intensity at any given

time can be decomposed into the three or four portions, which is, in the two-portion

specification of energy intensity changes, composed of the energy intensity at the start

of a period, the energy intensity effect of structural shifts, and the production-technology

adjustments.. Correspondingly, we are further concerned with the relationship of the

subcomponents of energy intensity with energy prices in China. To be specific, we are

interested in the question: how did energy-price changes affect energy-intensity

improvements in China through technological changes and structural shifts, or what is

the relationship of prices to both energy-intensity changes due to real energy-efficiency

improvements and structural shifts?

4.3 Energy Efficiency and Energy Prices

Production technology stands for the input requirements for a unit of production of a

particular product sector. Usually, energy efficiency is defined as the energy

requirement for a unit of production or product output per unit of energy input. Thus, any

changes in technological coefficients for a particular product sector will lead to the

changes in energy efficiency. In this sense, the energy-efficiency effect on energy

consumption is the same as the technology-adjustment effect.17 This measurement of

17 Starting here, I use the term "energy-efficiency effects" to substitute for that of production-technology
improvement effects.



the energy-efficiency effect on energy consumption reflects the managerial and

technical features at a given time, as stated earlier.

SDA modeling provides an effective and reliable approach to decompose energy-

consumption changes. However, the applied SDA modeling and calculations on China's

energy consumption do not produce annual results, which are needed to decompose

the own-price elasticity of energy intensity, due to the limited frequency of China's input-

output accounts. In order to get the annual estimations of the effects of final-demand

shifts and production-technology adjustment on energy consumption, I take the

following steps. First, I compute the final-demand structural-shift effect, which is the

final-demand shift effect net of the pure growth effect, for each of the three periods:

1981-1987, 1987-1992, and 1992-1995. Second, I assume that within any period both

the structural shifts and production-technology adjustments possess a simple linear

growth trend in terms of their individual effects on energy consumption. This means that

the relative significance of the effects of structural shifts and production-technology

adjustments in energy consumption changes, which are net of pure growth effects, is

constant. Third, I calculate the pure growth effects on energy consumption and energy-

consumption changes net of the pure growth effect for each year from 1981 through

1995. Last, I apply the ratios of energy- consumption effects of structural shifts and

18 This approach considers the exponential growth of GDP on energy consumption, that is, the
exponential growth of the pure growth effect, in the estimation of the structural-shift effect on energy
consumption and consequently energy intensity. Thus, this approach omits the overestimate of the
structural-shift effects on energy consumption when I apply the alternative approach. For the alternative
approach, I first annualize the two energy-consumption effects of final-demand shifts and production-
technology improvements according to their individual importance among energy-consumption changes;
then, I calculate the annual pure growth effect and final-demand's structural-shift effect.



production-technology improvements for the corresponding periods to the energy-

consumption changes net of pure growth effect. I come up with the decomposition of the

energy consumption changes net of pure growth effects at a yearly frequency from 1981

through 1995. My SDA modeling and the consequent calculations on energy-

consumption changes determine that I will examine only the overall economy in the

process of decomposition of the own-price elasticity of energy intensity.

Table 4.4 presents the resulting decomposition of energy-consumption changes net of

the pure growth effect into structural-shift effects and production-technology adjustment

effects. Consequently, Table 4.5 presents the decomposition of energy-intensity

changes into two and three portions. In this section, I use the two-portion

decomposition, mainly because the three-portion decomposition of energy intensity

changes is not mutually exclusive, as stated earlier. However, the two-portion

decomposition approach is mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive. In addition, in

this study, I mainly focus on the examination and differentiation of technology-related

price effect and the overall price effect on energy intensity.



Table 4.4: Decomposition of Energy Consumption Changes, 1981-1995 (Mtce)
Energy Effects

Consumption Pure Structural Technology
Changes Growth Shifts Improvement

1981 -8.3 31.7 -5.7 -34.3
1982 26.2 53.6 -3.9 -23.5
1983 39.7 67.6 -4.0 -23.9
1984 48.6 100.2 -7.4 -44.2
1985 57.8 95.5 -5.4 -32.4
1986 41.7 68.0 -3.7 -22.5
1987 57.8 93.6 -2.6s -33.2
1988 63.7 97.6' 0.0 -33.9
1989 39.4 37.8 0.0 1.6
1990 17.7 37.2 0.0 -19.5:
1991 50.8 90.7 0.0 -39.9
19921 53.9 147.8 2.1 -96.0
1993 68.2 147.3 3.6 -82.7
1994 67.4 146.9 3.6 -83.1
1995 84.4 128.9 2.0 -46.6

Source: SDA modeling and net-of-pure-growth-effect calculations

Table 4.5: Decomposition of Energy Intensity, 1981-1995 (kgsce/thousand RMB Yuan)
Energy Two-Portion Effects Three-Portion Effects

Structural Technology Pure Final- Technology Total
Intensity Shifts Improvement Growth Demand Improvement

1981 1297.3 -12.4 -74.8 69.2 56.7 -74.8 -87.2
1982 1242.5 -7.8 -47.0 107.2 99.4 -47.0 -54.8
1983 1192.2 -7.2 -43.2 122.1 114.9 -43.2 -50.3
1984 1111.3 -11.5 -69.3 157.1 145.6 -69.3 -80.9
1985 1059.2 -7.4 -44.7 131.9 124.5 -44.7 -52.1
1986 1025.9 -4.8 -28.6 86.3 81.5 -28.6 -33.4
1987 985.2 -2.9 -37.7 106.4 103.5 -37.7 -40.6
1988 950.5 0.0 -34.7 99.8 99.7 -34.7 -34.7
1989 952.0 0.0 1.5 37.1 37.1 1.5 1.5
1990 933.6 0.0 -18.4 35.1 35.1 -18.4 -18.4
1991 899.0 0.0 -34.6 78.6 78.6 -34.6 -34.6
1992 827.8 1.6 -72.8 112.1 113.7 -72.8 -71.2
1993 775.0 2.4 -55.2 98.4 100.8 -55.2 -52.8
1994 727.9 2.2 -49.3 87.1 89.3 -49.3 -47.1
1995 704.0 1.1 -25.0 69.2 70.3 -25.0 -23.9
Source: Table 4.4 and energy-intensity-decomposition calculations.

Following the method proposed in Section 2.3, I utilize three empirical regressions of

energy-intensity changes to examine the price-inducement effect on technology-related



energy intensity, that is, real energy efficiency. Specifically, the three empirical

regressions are: (1) total energy-intensity changes, (2) energy-intensity changes due to

the real energy-efficiency movement effect, and (3) energy-intensity changes due to the

structural-shift effect of final demand. I use the dynamic optimization model for this set

of overall economy data since it is preferable for the overall economy according to the

study in the last section.

The regression results show that the three energy-intensity models and their

subcomponents are statistically significant at the 0.1 significance level.19 In the model

for the own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to the energy-efficiency improvement,

the coefficient estimate of energy prices is statistically significant at the 0.05 significance

level. The short-run own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to efficiency

improvements is negative, around 0.19 in absolute value for mean efficiency effect on

energy intensity, while the own-price elasticity for the overall economy over the same

period is -0.25. Hence, using elasticity as the measure, I find that the technology-

inducement effect of energy prices on energy intensity is the primary factor that

represents the own-price effect on energy intensity. By contrast, I find that the

coefficient estimate of energy prices in the modeling of energy intensity due to the

structural shift is not statistically significant at the 0.1 significance level.

19 To be exact, the regression on energy intensity changes due to the technology-improvement effect has
an equation F-statistic value of .115 at the 6 and 8 degrees of freedom.



Table 4.6: Decomposition Regressions for the Overall Economy, 1981-195520
El EITS EIT EIS

C 7.39
T -0.27 -0.29 -0.28 -0.01

EP/CEP -.0215(6.1).0 -.0187(2.9).02 -.0185(2.8).02 -0.0002(.17).87
MP/CMP .0076(.85).4 0.0088(1).4 0.0086(.93).38 0.0001 (.1).9
ST/CST 18.6(4.6).0 17.4(3.1).01 13.1(2.3).05 4.2 (5.2).0
SL/CSL 3.(1.2).3 1.8(.65).53 1.1 (.4).7 0.7(1.7).13

Note: Each set of three figures are respectively the coefficient estimate, t-statistic value, and
probability of that coefficient to be zero.
Source: the author

Hence, energy-price increases induced technology improvement and contributed to the

decline of energy intensity in China from 1981 to 1995. This suggests that increases in

energy prices decreased energy consumption per unit of GDP and reduced pollution

primarily by encouraging the development and application of new technologies

(including management tools and programs), which makes pollution control less costly

in the long run. However, one point should be noticed. The own-price elasticity of

energy intensity due to energy-efficiency improvement/movement may be upward

biased. The exactness of this finding relies on the decomposition of energy-

consumption changes, on which the fineness of production industry classification in

input-output tables has impacts. Lin (1996) points out that some of the final demand

shift effect at a finer level of sectoral classification on energy savings may be accounted

for by the effect of technological changes.

20 The sum of each set of decomposed coefficient estimates is not equal to its corresponding estimate
according to the original/non-decomposed energy intensity data. This is different from the idea case due
the effect of error terms.



In my SDA modeling and calculations, I have extremely broad sectoral classifications

with only 19 production sectors, instead of the 118 sectors in current prices of China's

1992 input-output table, for example. The relatively low sectoral-classification detail

may overestimate the own-price elasticity of energy intensity related to energy-efficiency

improvements through the overestimates of energy consumption savings due to

production-technology adjustment and the technology-inducement effect of energy

prices.

However, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity still provides a meaningful finding.

There was the inducement effect of energy prices on energy intensity: energy efficiency,

as part of energy intensity, is also negatively related to energy prices, while cautions

should be taken when using the -0.19 short-run own-price elasticity of energy intensity

due to energy-efficiency improvements.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, I primarily examine the behavioral relationship between energy prices

and energy intensity in China, in light of the observed fact of continuously declining

energy intensity and the increasing energy prices over the last two decades. However,

very few analysts has examined the relationship between these two general trends of

energy prices and energy intensity. For my empirical econometric study, I cover more

than twenty years with a nearly even cut before and after the deregulation of energy

pricing. I examine the overall economy as well as the industry sector. Besides the



revised empirical models of energy intensity, I also apply the decomposition approach of

own-price elasticity of energy intensity proposed in Section 2.3. The results from the

input-output technique-based SDA modeling and calculations provide important data

support for the decomposition analyses of energy intensity changes and price elasticity

of energy intensity. Important intermediate work includes the estimates of the two-

portion decomposition of energy intensity changes based on the two-portion

decomposition of energy consumption change and the conversion from the shift effect

of final demand to its structural-shift effect.

Generally speaking, over the examined twenty-year time period of 1980-2002, China's

energy intensity presents a negative elasticity that is statistically significant and

persistent. The short-run inelasticity of energy intensity with respect to energy prices

exists not only in the overall economy but also in the industry sector, while the industry

sector is more sensitive to the changes of energy prices than the overall economy in the

process of energy intensity adjustment to changes in energy prices. In the short run, the

own-price elasticity of energy intensity for the overall economy is around -0.13 for the

average year, while the one for the industry sector is around -0.29. I also find, for the

overall economy, the dynamic optimization model is preferable, but we cannot estimate

its long-run elasticity due to limited data in China. In terms of the decomposition of own-

price elasticity, the portion related to energy efficiency is predominant. The short-run

own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to energy-efficiency movement effects for

the overall economy is around -0.19 (average year) over the years of 1981-1995, whose

corresponding total own-price elasticity is -0.25.



However(different from my expectations), first, the overall economy does not

demonstrate a statistically significant reaction, in terms of energy intensity, to changes

in the energy pricing system; second, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity does

not depend on whether the central government controls energy prices. In addition, the

structural shift of production sectors in China does not have a statistically significant

impact on energy-intensity changes even at a two-digit level of sector classification,

which is contrary to the results of some analysts (Smil, 1990 and Kambara, 1992,

Fisher-Vanden et. al, 2004).



Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Research Findings

The energy-intensity decline in China is an interesting topic and has drawn a lot of

attention. While most analysts indicated that energy-efficiency improvements were the

primary reason for the decline of energy intensity and energy savings in China, each

relies on different methods to make his/her explanation. However, very few of them

have taken energy prices into account in their analytical framework nor have they

undertaken a systematic study of the relationship between energy prices and energy

intensity. In fact, China's energy prices generally increased when its energy intensity

declined. Energy price increases may have played a role in the energy-intensity decline

process in China.

I examine this topic in a systematic way and propose the hypothesis that energy

intensity in China is negatively correlated with energy prices. I investigate the possible

different relationships between energy prices and energy intensity for the overall

economy and the industry sector. I also examine the possible different reactions

towards the changes in energy prices between total energy intensity and energy

efficiency, that is, energy intensity subject to energy-efficiency/production-technology-

improvement impacts. I use the own-price elasticity of energy intensity as the indicator

for this relationship. Besides the revised empirical models of energy intensity, I also



propose a decomposition approach of own-price elasticity of energy intensity, and I

conduct an analysis using this decomposition approach and the results from the input-

output-based SDA modeling.

The results of studies on China's energy over the last two decades confirmed the

hypothesis that China's energy intensity was negatively correlated with energy prices,

which is consistent with Kaufmann's findings (2004, Wing and Eckaus, 2004) about the

United States. The short-run inelasticity of energy intensity with respect to energy prices

existed not only in the overall economy but also in the industry sector, while the one in

the overall economy was less in absolute value than the one in the industry sector. The

industry sector was more sensitive to the changes of energy prices than the overall

economy in terms of the intensity of using energy to make products. In the short-run, the

own-price elasticity of energy intensity for the overall economy on average was -0.13,

while that for the industry sector was -0.29. In the long run, the own-price elasticity of

energy intensity for the industry sector was -0.78.

In addition, I find that energy prices had an inducement effect on energy-efficiency

improvement in China, consistent with Wing and Eckaus's study (2004) on the energy

intensity of the U.S. economy. Energy intensity varied (statistically) significantly with

energy prices, mainly through the price-inducement effects on energy efficiency. From

1981 to 1995, the decomposed short-run own-price elasticity of energy intensity due to

energy-efficiency movement effects for the overall economy was around -0.19 on



average, whose corresponding total own-price elasticity was -0.25. Energy-intensity

declines are not independent of energy prices in China.

Other findings include the following three points. First, in China, the energy-price effect

on energy intensity was persistent over time from 1980 to 2002 and the own-price

elasticity of energy intensity did not depend on whether energy pricing was controlled by

the Chinese central government. Second, the decomposition of energy-consumption

changes over the three time periods, from 1981 to 1987, from 1987 to 1992, and from

1992 to 1995, show that the effect of production-technology adjustments on energy

consumption was negative, bringing down energy consumption in China. It also shows

that the effects of final-demand shifts were positive, but the effect of final-demand shifts

net of GDP growth, that is, the structural-shift effect of final-demand, was negative.

Thus, energy consumption in China grew but at a lower rate than did GDP in the last

two decades. These findings confirm that energy consumption continued the 1980s

trends in the 1990s.

5.2 Implication and Contributions

Many developing countries have been facing a dilemma. On the one hand, they work on

accelerating economic development. On the other hand, they worry about their energy

conservation and environmental protection due to the rapid economic growth. China's

economy has been growing at a high rate of 9% and was the second largest energy

consumer globally after the United States in 2002. China's energy consumption was 43



quadrillion Btu (EIA, 2005), accounting for 15% of total world energy consumption. How

China consumes its energy, or how China's energy consumption grows compared to its

GDP, is very critical for the whole world. In the past two decades, China's energy

intensity has continuously decreased, which is good. I have shown that energy-price

increases played an important role in that process.

I want to understand the historic energy-intensity decline in China, especially when

China's economy is becoming more and more involved in the global market. For

example, growth of China's coke output is making China a major supplier in the world

coke market. China's domestic coke prices are equivalent to its international prices

(Polenske, forthcoming). China's energy prices are not only determined domestically,

but they also extensively influence and are influenced by the international market. What

is more, the global energy prices have been dramatically increasing within the last two

years (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Incorporating energy prices in the forecasting models of

energy consumption, energy conservation, and carbon emission is critical. The type of

understanding of the relationship between energy intensity and energy prices I found

through this study helps to improve the credibility of future projections.



Figure 5.1: China's Coke Prices in World Market in Recent Years
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Figure 5.2: World Coal Prices in Recent Years
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In addition, this study has some policy implications. First, results show that the overall

economy and the industry sector have a different own-price elasticity of energy intensity

in China. The industry sector is more sensitive to changes in energy prices than the

overall economy with respect to energy intensity. This implies that the non-industry



sector is less sensitive than the industry sector regarding the relationship between

energy intensity and energy prices. According to this, energy-policy makers need to

differentiate their policy packages among different sectors. Energy-related policies and

programs could be adjusted according to the changes of energy prices according to

budget needs over years.

Second, compared to the final-demand-shift effect and also the final-demand-structura/-

shift effect, production-technology improvement had a significant negative effect on

energy consumption based on our study of China's energy use from 1981 to 1995. The

energy-intensity decline was not so much a result of economic development with final-

demand-structural shifts and production-structural shifts, as it is the product of

production-technology improvements. In addition, final-demand's pure growth, which

increases the welfare of residents, had a larger impact on energy-consumption changes

than the other component of final-demand shifts, that is, the final-demand's structural

shift. Energy policymakers need to concentrate on the promotion of production-

technology improvements, which results in energy consumption decline indirectly.

However, it is foreseeable that the direct consumers of energy, residential households,

and public agencies, will use more energy among all the direct and intermediate energy

consumers in the near future when Chinese living standard further improves. The

consumptions of energy-intensive cars and housings, etc., are increasing dramatically

by more than 16%21, higher than GDP of 9.5%, in 2004. For example, more and more

21 China Economic Informatino Network (CEIN),
http://www.ceiceo.cn/Exweb/2005Report/www/Column.asp?Columnld=21 downloaded 08/08/05.
National Bureau of Statistics of China (NBSC),



households own and use their family cars. Then, final-demand structural shifts may

have a larger impact on energy-consumption changes. Energy-policy that guides final

users to shift their expenditure patterns towards energy savings and to adapt energy-

efficient household appliances and facilities are also necessary.

Third, energy prices had an inducement-effect on energy-saving technology and

innovations. This inducement effect of energy prices on energy-saving technology was

the major factor, which contributed to the decline of energy consumption and energy

intensity in China. Energy policy makers need to define packages that target means of

facilitating innovations, dispersion, and adoption of energy-saving technology with the

consideration of the inducement effect of energy prices.

Hence, I used a perspective, methodology, and data set for my energy-intensity study

that differentiates it from previous research on China's declining energy intensity in the

following respects. First, I use a different framework from the ones previously used to

understand the energy-intensity decline in China. The question concerning why China's

energy-output ratio has declined could be answered on a number of levels (Garbaccio,

et al., 1999). I mainly analyze the effect of energy prices on the declining energy

intensity in China, a factor neglected in most previous studies on this topic. During the

1980s and early 1990s, energy prices were controlled by central government and did

not change dramatically in China, so that such an analysis was unnecessary. This may

partially explain the lack of energy prices in previous analytical work on energy intensity

http://www.stats.qov.cn/tiqb/ndtiqb/qqndtiqb/t2005O228 402231854.htm, downloaded at 08/08/05



in China. In my study, the results show that China's energy intensity is statically

significantly related to energy prices over the last two decades from 1980 to 2002.

Second, methodologically, this study on energy intensity and energy prices in China

utilizes two complementary tools of empirical econometric model of energy demands

and the input-output-based structural decomposition model. In addition, I bridge the

above two models and introduce a model that decomposes own-price elasticity of

energy intensity into the two portions related to energy-efficiency improvement and

structural shift of final demand. I also conduct an empirical study. I use four recent input-

output tables in constant prices and energy-flow data with the same sector classification

as the input-output tables. As more data become available, analysts could use this

combined methodology to update current studies on the decomposed energy

consumption changes and own-price elasticity of energy intensity.

Third, I conducted my study at a regional level and show the aggregate effect of energy

prices on energy intensity. Energy prices may impact energy intensity through two

channels at the firm level. First, energy-price increases may bring about energy-

efficiency improvements, i.e., technological changes, by new investment in energy-

saving production processes or by management improvements in energy utilization at

the firm level. Second, energy-price changes may lead energy users to shift from one

type of energy to another. For example, price increases in town gas may lead some city

users to reuse wood for cooking and heating, which is not accounted for in energy

consumption, and consequently may increase energy consumption. Rising coal prices



cause shifts away from coal-intensive industries (Fisher-Vanden et al., 2004). I also

examine the different reactions of energy intensity to energy-price changes both for the

overall economy and the industry sector, which are different.

5.3 Limitations and Future Studies

However, this study also has its limitations. Some of the results should be interpreted

with caution, especially about the statistically insignificant effect of the policy change of

energy pricing and the persistence of the parameter estimates when we take into

account the dramatic and fast changes in the private sectors especially since 1992,

contrasted with the relatively slow reform pace of the statistical system. Some analysts

cast doubt on China's statistical GDP data and energy consumption data (Sinton, 2001).

The sectoral classification and coverage changes for some variables, that is, the energy

consumption by the industrial sectors, the fixed assets investment, the value-added by

industry sectors, do exist.

The input-output tables and energy-flow data in physical amounts I used in this study

are only for 1981, 1987, 1992, and 1995. These infrequent and less-recent input-output

tables and energy-flow data could create another type of measurement error. The

decomposition of annual energy-consumption changes is based on the assumption that

the relative significance of energy-efficiency movement and final-demand structural shift

effects on energy consumption is constant over the time period when two corresponding

hybrid input-output tables are available. This may bring about measurement errors for

the estimation of the efficiency related portion of own-price elasticity of energy intensity.



Another limitation is in the highly aggregated structure of input-output tables in constant

prices used in this study. As stated earlier, this limitation may result in my misattributing

some of the structural-shift effects on energy consumption changes to production-

technology improvement effects. This may lead to an overestimation of production-

technology-improvement effects on energy consumption changes, and also on energy-

intensity changes. If this is true, this creates another measurement error for the

decomposition of the own-price elasticity of energy intensity.

Correspondingly, some related studies should be conducted in the future. First, a

decomposition of energy-consumption changes and energy intensity changes for some

more recent years and at a more disaggregated level of sectoral classification is useful

for the examination of the decomposed own-price elasticity of energy intensity. For my

study, only four comparable input-output tables before 1995 are available. Only nineteen

producing secotors are identified. Second, regional studies and comparison are

necessary. China's energy resources are dispersed very unevenly, and energy

intensities have significant regional variations. For example, Shanxi's energy intensity

has been twice that of China's. For different regions, energy prices may have different

impact on energy intensities. Third, analysts could explore the residential consumer

sector because as incomes further increase, China's personal consumption patterns

may move towards more energy-intensive products, such as automobiles, air

conditioners, etc.



Despite these limitations, I have identified important energy issues and raised

questions. Although I do not provide definitive answers, the study is exploratory. Ideally,

the insights gained will constitute the basis for a later, more comprehensive, research

effort. The results could serve as a benchmark for forecasting and comparison studies. I

believe that this study, at least, provides a guideline or a warning sign to include energy

prices in the analytical framework for future studies on and forecasts of energy intensity,

energy consumption, carbon emission, energy conservation, and energy securities, etc.

I also believe that it sheds light on the consideration of energy-price factors in the

policymaking process concerning energy.

5.4 Summary

China's energy-intensity decline is of considerable importance for China and the global

environment (Garbaccio, et al., 1999). By examining China's case and taking energy

prices into account in studies on energy intensity, I confirm Kaufmann's (2004) findings

for the United States that energy-intensity declines are not independent of energy

prices. I use two complementary tools of SDA and regression analyses. I propose a

decomposition model of own-price elasticity to measure the energy price effects on

energy efficiency.

Besides the general negative relationship between energy intensity and energy prices, I

have four other major findings. First, there is a difference between the sensitivities of the

overall economy and the industry sector to energy-price changes in respect to energy



intensity. The overall economy presented smaller own-price elasticity than the industry

sector. Second, there was a price-inducement effect on energy-efficiency changes,

which accounted for the largest share of the own-price elasticity effect and then of the

energy-intensity changes. Third, the own-price elasticity of energy intensity was

independent of the deregulation of energy prices. Fourth, from 1981 to 1995, the

indirect effects of final-demand shifts were much larger than the direct effects of final-

demand shifts. Final demand's structural shifts, which correspond to structural shifts in

producing sectors, also reduced energy consumption, but not as much as production-

technology improvements did. China's international trade actually indirectly contributed

to the decrease of energy consumption.

These findings are useful in many ways. By understanding the impact of energy-price

changes on energy intensity, analysts can make more accurate forecasts than before of

energy consumption and carbon emissions in China. Policy makers can make more

informed decisions than at present, which will, in turn, more effectively tackle the dual

problems of environmental degradation and economic development. Finally, this study

will provide a case for additional international and regional comparative studies.



Appendices

Appendix A: Direct Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1981
1 2 3 4* 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Coal 0.014 0.004 0.002 0.681 0.000 0.028 1.028 0.171 1.053 0.461 1.170 0.546 0.198 0.112 0.020 0.243 0.037 0.153 0.058
2 Petroleum 0.002 0.066 0.012 0.196 0.000 0.028 0.128 0.043 0.199 0.405 0.053 0.086 0.037 0.029 0.018 0.203 0.005 0.124 0.046
3 Natural Gas 0.000 0.016 0.276 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.002 0.161 0.041 0.001 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.001
4 Electricity 0.016 0.024 0.007 0.149 0.000 0.028 0.175 0.311 0.466 0.269 0.125 0.067 0.089 0.033 0.014 0.019 0.008 0.012 0.022

Hydro Power 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.212 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 Agriculture 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.159 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.100 0.004 0.035 0.014 0.304 0.051 0.000 0.025 0.000 0.012
6 Ferrous Metals 0.003 0.007 0.007 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.281 0.016 0.007 0.005 0.076 0.003 0.168 0.018 0.092 0.006 0.001 0.005 0.005
7 Non-ferrous Metals 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022 0.386 0.004 0.015 0.000 0.001 0.067 0.012 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 Chemical Fertilizers 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.071 0.000 0.000 0.089 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 Chemical Industries 0.001 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.004 0.013 0.026 0.222 0.005 0.026 0.030 0.043 0.012 0.006 0.001 0.005 0.005

10 Cement 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.123 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000
11 Building Materials 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.017 0.013 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.013 0.007 0.002 0.163 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.021

12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics 0.005 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.001 0.058 0.030 0.006 0.004 0.048 0.038 0.227 0.010 0.057 0.031 0.023 0.081 0.068
13 Light Industry 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.005 0.018 0.068 0.080 0.064 0.063 0.070 0.304 0.117 0.010 0.173 0.004 0.145

14 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
15 Freight & Communications 0.001 0.009 0.001 0.010 0.000 0.003 0.054 0.021 0.023 0.026 0.044 0.036 0.020 0.017 0.042 0.018 0.012 0.005 0.022

16 Commerce 0.001 0.021 0.005 0.008 0.000 0.004 0.015 0.032 0.026 0.036 0.005 0.005 0.030 0.023 0.018 0.031 0.025 0.009 0.023
17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.026

18 Other Services 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.011 0.012 0.011 0.016 0.015 0.017 0.029 0.022 0.004 0.036 0.108 0.052 0.060

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.



Appendix B: Direct Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1987

1 Coal
2 Petroleum
3 Natural Gas
4 Electricity

Hydro Power
5 Agriculture
6 Ferrous Metals
7 Non-ferrous Metals
8 Chemical Fertilizers
9 Chemical Industries

10 Cement
11 Building Materials
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics

1
0.014
0.003
0.000
0.015
0.000
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.006

2
0.005
0.103
0.006
0.032
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.001
0.002
0.017

3
0.004
0.018
0.300
0.015
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.011

13 Light Industry 0.004 0.004 0.003
14 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000
15 Freight & Communications 0.001 0.012 0.001
16 Commerce 0.002 0.009 0.002
17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.000 0.000
18 Other Services 0.001 0.003 0.003

Source: SDA modeling and calculations

4*4 *
0.723
0.096
0.003
0.143
0.209
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.009
0.007
0.000
0.006
0.006
0.000
0.002

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5
0.025
0.020
0.000
0.022
0.000
0.147
0.000
0.000
0.056
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.043
0.000
0.012
0.009
0.001
0.016

6
0.838
0.057
0.008
0.162
0.000
0.001
0.276
0.019
0.000
0.011
0.002
0.024
0.067
0.025
0.000
0.022
0.031
0.001
0.016

7
0.120
0.027
0.001
0.188
0.000
0.003
0.014
0.395
0.000
0.023
0.002
0.012
0.034
0.029
0.000
0.016
0.039
0.001
0.017

8
1.075
0.192
0.118
0.362
0.000
0.002
0.013
0.005
0.047
0.061
0.002
0.019
0.049
0.136
0.000
0.024
0.040
0.002
0.018

9 10
0.226 0.962
0.192 0.044
0.021 0.001
0.129 0.176
0.000 0.000
0.061 0.002
0.007 0.066
0.013 0.002
0.006 0.000
0.263 0.016
0.001 0.068
0.008 0.043
0.031 0.071
0.164 0.128
0.000 0.000
0.022 0.024
0.045 0.037
0.002 0.002
0.022 0.029

11
0.574
0.081
0.004
0.098
0.000
0.015
0.020
0.010
0.000
0.060
0.009
0.068
0.058
0.130
0.000
0.021
0.038
0.003
0.034

12
0.082
0.015
0.002
0.046
0.000
0.004
0.138
0.058
0.000
0.053
0.002
0.018
0.271
0.070
0.000
0.018
0.048
0.003
0.038

13
0.089
0.016
0.001
0.041
0.000
0.217
0.011
0.009
0.000
0.040
0.000
0.005
0.034
0.287
0.000
0.028
0.055
0.002
0.026

14
0.011
0.018
0.004
0.007
0.000
0.005
0.127
0.005
0.000
0.021
0.113
0.108
0.125
0.089
0.000
0.031
0.038
0.001
0.006

15
0.120
0.159
0.000
0.024
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.001
0.000
0.021
0.001
0.002
0.047
0.025
0.000
0.009
0.016
0.002
0.052

16 17 18
0.034 0.096 0.034
0.005 0.140 0.022
0.000 0.001 0.000
0.011 0.014 0.016
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.073 0.000 0.009
0.003 0.005 0.004
0.002 0.001 0.001
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.003 0.010 0.007
0.005 0.001 0.005
0.008 0.002 0.009
0.019 0.069 0.037
0.170 0.026 0.121
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.011 0.009 0.026
0.032 0.013 0.020
0.005 0.004 0.017
0.177 0.067 0.064



Appendix C: Direct Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1992
1 2 3

1 Coal 0.055 0.026 0.000
2 Petroleum 0.003 0.121 0.019
3 Natural Gas 0.000 0.000 0.016
4 Electricity 0.018 0.051 0.016

Hydro Power 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 Agriculture 0.000 0.000 0.000
6 Ferrous Metals 0.003 0.007 0.002
7 Non-ferrous Metals 0.000 0.000 0.000
8 Chemical Fertilizers 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 Chemical Industries 0.002 0.013 0.001

10 Cement 0.001 0.004 0.000
11 Building Materials 0.003 0.009 0.001
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics 0.013 0.039 0.005
13 Light Industry 0.008 0.014 0.002
14 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000
15 Freight & Communications 0.003 0.016 0.001
16 Commerce 0.006 0.036 0.002
17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.001 0.000
18 Other Services 0.004 0.011 0.003

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.

4*
0.810 0.000
0.063 0.000
0.009 0.000
0.151 0.000
0.176 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.002 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.004 0.000
0.002 0.000
0.005 0.000
0.028 0.000
0.014 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.016 0.000
0.018 0.000
0.001 0.000
0.009 0.000

5 6
0.015 0.652
0.019 0.044
0.000 0.003
0.023 0.140
0.000 0.000
0.139 0.000
0.000 0.284
0.000 0.015
0.059 0.000
0.018 0.010
0.002 0.002
0.004 0.052
0.016 0.076
0.051 0.031
0.000 0.001
0.011 0.026
0.018 0.073
0.001 0.001
0.023 0.068

7
0.106
0.016
0.000
0.144
0.000
0.002
0.012
0.420
0.000
0.026
0.003
0.021
0.038
0.024
0.000
0.011
0.057
0.001
0.041

8
0.472
0.091
0.164
0.256
0.000
0.001
0.008
0.002
0.043
0.074
0.002
0.037
0.059
0.128
0.000
0.031
0.056
0.002
0.046

9
0.116
0.095
0.018
0.080
0.000
0.031
0.004
0.010
0.005
0.277
0.001
0.016
0.034
0.102
0.000
0.017
0.049
0.001
0.036

10
0.325
0.032
0.000
0.079
0.000
0.001
0.058
0.001
0.000
0.022
0.068
0.080
0.086
0.130
0.000
0.032
0.076
0.002
0.039

11
0.190
0.024
0.001
0.071
0.000
0.012
0.014
0.004
0.000
0.054
0.011
0.101
0.066
0.115
0.001
0.022
0.057
0.002
0.030

12
0.039
0.005
0.000
0.023
0.000
0.002
0.108
0.044
0.000
0.044
0.001
0.025
0.231
0.081
0.000
0.013
0.065
0.002
0.036

13 14
0.053 0.008
0.013 0.015
0.001 0.003
0.029 0.008
0.000 0.000
0.161 0.004
0.018 0.103
0.012 0.001
0.000 0.000
0.062 0.030
0.001 0.108
0.011 0.152
0.065 0.149
0.279 0.106
0.000 0.007
0.012 0.034
0.064 0.087
0.001 0.002
0.033 0.015

15
0.046
0.130
0.002
0.025
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.036
0.005
0.011
0.102
0.055
0.001
0.011
0.040
0.003
0.029

16
0.014
0.004
0.000
0.008
0.000
0.040
0.013
0.002
0.000
0.003
0.004
0.022
0.051
0.174
0.009
0.116
0.040
0.017
0.114

17
0.067
0.156
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.000
0.000
0.032
0.002
0.006
0.125
0.048
0.001
0.011
0.041
0.004
0.036

18
0.021
0.026
0.000
0.015
0.000
0.006
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.009
0.024
0.068
0.151
0.014
0.032
0.043
0.015
0.098



Appendix D: Direct Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1995
1 2 3 4* 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Coal 0.002 0.030 0.000 0.799 0.000 0.013 0.590 0.065 0.485 0.062 0.210 0.152 0.035 0.044 0.004 0.025 0.015 0.054 0.016
2 Petroleum 0.002 0.179 0.019 0.049 0.000 0.016 0.026 0.010 0.085 0.040 0.021 0.019 0.004 0.010 0.005 0.121 0.010 0.207 0.023
3 Natural Gas 0.000 0.001 0.018 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001 0.184 0.010 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
4 Electricity 0.015 0.061 0.017 0.165 0.000 0.021 0.122 0.104 0.254 0.042 0.054 0.059 0.022 0.025 0.009 0.026 0.017 0.010 0.010

Hydro Power 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.202 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5 Agriculture 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.172 0.001 0.002 0.039 0.030 0.011 0.016 0.002 0.139 0.004 0.000 0.041 0.000 0.006
6 Ferrous Metals 0.002 0.008 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.210 0.159 0.010 0.008 0.025 0.021 0.092 0.023 0.073 0.004 0.010 0.003 0.002
7 Non-ferrous Metals 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.165 0.131 0.007 0.005 0.014 0.012 0.044 0.017 0.042 0.002 0.005 0.001 0.001
8 Chemical Fertilizers 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.045 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 Chemical Industries 0.005 0.025 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.021 0.020 0.022 0.345 0.292 0.054 0.052 0.053 0.089 0.026 0.032 0.011 0.023 0.049

10 Cement 0.001 0.009 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.003 0.013 0.011 0.004 0.003 0.045 0.037 0.007 0.003 0.085 0.004 0.007 0.002 0.008
11 Building Materials 0.004 0.018 0.003 0.007 0.000 0.006 0.024 0.021 0.023 0.018 0.104 0.096 0.014 0.011 0.172 0.010 0.016 0.005 0.019
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics 0.011 0.084 0.017 0.034 0.000 0.030 0.090 0.070 0.075 0.045 0.077 0.073 0.291 0.079 0.145 0.116 0.050 0.132 0.054
13 Light Industry 0.007 0.028 0.006 0.015 0.000 0.088 0.034 0.041 0.149 0.124 0.107 0.116 0.076 0.321 0.093 0.043 0.117 0.035 0.083
14 Construction 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.002 0.010 0.000 0.014
15 Freight & Communications 0.003 0.049 0.002 0.020 0.000 0.015 0.034 0.029 0.016 0.012 0.028 0.029 0.014 0.012 0.034 0.011 0.103 0.009 0.026
16 Commerce 0.004 0.065 0.003 0.015 0.000 0.018 0.069 0.056 0.032 0.024 0.046 0.044 0.047 0.042 0.055 0.025 0.030 0.025 0.028
17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.018 0.004 0.015
18 Other Services 0.003 0.015 0.002 0.010 0.000 0.023 0.023 0.022 0.023 0.018 0.030 0.031 0.025 0.027 0.011 0.016 0.134 0.031 0.068

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.



Appendix E: Direct and Indirect Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1981
1 2 3 4* 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Coal 1.045 0.081 0.054 0.873 0.000 0.245 1.899 0.928 1.800 1.134 1.744 0.786 0.999 0.497 0.715 0.370 0.215 0.300 0.298

2 Petroleum 0.012 1.097 0.032 0.268 0.000 0.097 0.338 0.278 0.447 0.732 0.189 0.179 0.248 0.179 0.170 0.260 0.069 0.177 0.131

3 Natural Gas 0.001 0.026 1.382 0.008 0.000 0.025 0.046 0.017 0.262 0.100 0.013 0.014 0.032 0.025 0.023 0.011 0.008 0.009 0.011

4 Electricity 0.025 0.048 0.024 1.211 0.000 0.113 0.403 0.679 0.706 0.526 0.275 0.151 0.344 0.179 0.172 0.065 0.068 0.064 0.100

* Hydro Power 0.005 0.010 0.005 0.257 1.000 0.024 0.085 0.144 0.150 0.111 0.058 0.032 0.073 0.038 0.036 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.021

5 Agriculture 0.005 0.014 0.010 0.011 0.000 1.209 0.041 0.053 0.075 0.241 0.069 0.098 0.111 0.559 0.169 0.025 0.148 0.023 0.120

6 Ferrous Metals 0.006 0.017 0.018 0.014 0.000 0.008 1.441 0.070 0.043 0.041 0.155 0.030 0.334 0.054 0.185 0.029 0.026 0.040 0.046

7 Non-ferrous Metals 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.069 1.645 0.020 0.045 0.022 0.015 0.166 0.038 0.030 0.010 0.014 0.016 0.021

8 Chemical Fertilizers 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.094 0.003 0.005 1.104 0.030 0.006 0.008 0.009 0.044 0.014 0.002 0.012 0.002 0.010

9 Chemical Industries 0.003 0.016 0.005 0.008 0.000 0.022 0.027 0.044 0.060 1.316 0.028 0.050 0.077 0.098 0.049 0.019 0.026 0.018 0.032

10 Cement 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.003 0.003 1.097 0.004 0.003 0.001 0.137 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.001

11 Building Materials 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.030 0.027 0.009 0.009 0.009 1.016 0.021 0.008 0.172 0.005 0.010 0.007 0.027

12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics 0.008 0.018 0.016 0.024 0.000 0.010 0.142 0.097 0.048 0.047 0.107 0.070 1.354 0.042 0.126 0.057 0.055 0.121 0.115

13 Light Industry 0.010 0.023 0.016 0.019 0.000 0.042 0.070 0.100 0.162 0.211 0.149 0.128 0.199 1.498 0.247 0.050 0.304 0.045 0.262

14 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

15 Freight & Communications 0.003 0.013 0.004 0.018 0.000 0.010 0.098 0.057 0.050 0.060 0.072 0.050 0.066 0.041 0.080 1.028 0.027 0.016 0.039

16 Commerce 0.002 0.027 0.010 0.019 0.000 0.014 0.048 0.077 0.059 0.084 0.028 0.022 0.073 0.054 0.045 0.045 1.043 0.023 0.044

17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.007 0.006 0.006 0.012 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.010 1.007 0.031

18 Other Services 0.002 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.000 0.009 0.037 0.043 0.033 0.047 0.036 0.032 0.068 0.051 0.033 0.049 0.132 0.065 1.085

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.



Appendix F: Direct and Indirect Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1987
1 2 3 4* 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 Coal 1.040 0.076 0.055 0.907 0.000 0.210 1.573 0.662 1.740 0.709 1.546 0.966 0.673 0.391 0.652 0.242 0.207 0.216 0.178
2 Petroleum 0.008 1.131 0.038 0.139 0.000 0.067 0.172 0.142 0.356 0.377 0.150 0.182 0.132 0.103 0.124 0.209 0.053 0.186 0.065
3 Natural Gas 0.001 0.011 1.430 0.007 0.000 0.014 0.024 0.010 0.190 0.052 0.011 0.016 0.015 0.013 0.016 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
4 Electricity 0.023 0.055 0.036 1.199 0.000 0.084 0.357 0.435 0.567 0.309 0.340 0.224 0.235 0.150 0.175 0.070 0.072 0.059 0.065

* Hydro Power 0.005 0.012 0.007 0.250 1.000 0.018 0.075 0.091 0.118 0.065 0.071 0.047 0.049 0.031 0.037 0.015 0.015 0.012 0.014
5 Agriculture 0.004 0.009 0.006 0.012 0.000 1.207 0.052 0.063 0.104 0.218 0.096 0.115 0.097 0.406 0.098 0.029 0.182 0.030 0.077
6 Ferrous Metals 0.005 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.000 0.012 1.427 0.064 0.064 0.051 0.145 0.071 0.291 0.050 0.250 0.029 0.028 0.035 0.028
7 Non-ferrous Metals 0.002 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.000 0.007 0.068 1.671 0.034 0.051 0.033 0.042 0.156 0.039 0.051 0.013 0.017 0.016 0.016
8 Chemical Fertilizers 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.070 0.003 0.004 1.056 0.021 0.006 0.008 0.007 0.024 0.006 0.002 0.011 0.002 0.005
9 Chemical Industries 0.004 0.013 0.010 0.011 0.000 0.028 0.056 0.079 0.131 1.403 0.070 0.124 0.140 0.103 0.089 0.044 0.036 0.033 0.035

10 Cement 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.005 1.077 0.013 0.006 0.003 0.125 0.003 0.008 0.003 0.007
11 Building Materials 0.001 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.000 0.005 0.046 0.030 0.033 0.023 0.063 1.084 0.044 0.016 0.139 0.007 0.017 0.008 0.016
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics 0.011 0.034 0.029 0.033 0.000 0.032 0.180 0.123 0.148 0.122 0.175 0.143 1.455 0.107 0.260 0.089 0.071 0.120 0.083
13 Light Industry 0.011 0.023 0.017 0.033 0.000 0.114 0.142 0.158 0.319 0.415 0.302 0.302 0.264 1.520 0.281 0.084 0.331 0.090 0.229
14 Construction 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

15 Freight & Communications 0.002 0.017 0.005 0.013 0.000 0.024 0.052 0.047 0.058 0.061 0.055 0.049 0.057 0.060 0.066 1.021 0.035 0.022 0.042

16 Commerce 0.004 0.016 0.008 0.015 0.000 0.027 0.080 0.098 0.094 0.112 0.089 0.086 0.119 0.111 0.100 0.035 1.068 0.033 0.047

17 Passenger Transport 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.006 0.006 0.004 0.011 1.006 0.020

18 Other Services 0.004 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.000 0.035 0.063 0.069 0.070 0.085 0.081 0.083 0.109 0.085 0.068 0.073 0.223 0.091 1.095

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.



Appendix G: Direct and Indirect Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1992

1 Coal
2 Petroleum
3 Natural Gas
4 Electricity

* Hydro Power
5 Agriculture
6 Ferrous Metals
7 Non-ferrous Metals
8 Chemical Fertilizers
9 Chemical Industries

10 Cement
11 Building Materials
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics
13 Light Industry
14 Construction
15 Freight & Communications
16 Commerce
17 Passenger Transport
18 Other Services

1.10
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

1 2
0 0.163
0 1.162
1 0.003
0 0.096
5 0.017
7 0.021
1 0.033
3 0.012
0 0.002
0 0.041
2 0.007
7 0.024
9 0.095
7 0.080
0 0.002
8 0.036
4 0.070
1 0.003
2 0.039

3
0.029
0.026
1.017
0.024
0.004
0.003
0.006
0.002
0.000
0.005
0.001
0.003
0.013
0.011
0.000
0.003
0.007
0.000
0.007

4*
1.103 0.000
0.108 0.000
0.012 0.000
1.229 0.000
0.216 1.000
0.022 0.000
0.029 0.000
0.012 0.000
0.002 0.000
0.033 0.000
0.006 0.000
0.022 0.000
0.099 0.000
0.087 0.000
0.002 0.000
0.037 0.000
0.057 0.000
0.004 0.000
0.040 0.000

5
0.176
0.059
0.015
0.085
0.015
1.197
0.022
0.011
0.074
0.063
0.006
0.020
0.076
0.155
0.002
0.032
0.058
0.003
0.060

6
1.394
0.147
0.011
0.338
0.059
0.065
1.465
0.067
0.005
0.091
0.013
0.121
0.276
0.256
0.006
0.093
0.199
0.010
0.185

7
0.632
0.100
0.007
0.367
0.065
0.059
0.077
1.748
0.004
0.114
0.012
0.072
0.191
0.212
0.005
0.066
0.174
0.009
0.143

8
1.027
0.200
0.183
0.422
0.074
0.085
0.071
0.034
1.051
0.179
0.011
0.080
0.217
0.357
0.004
0.085
0.156
0.009
0.130

9
0.460
0.204
0.031
0.209
0.037
0.122
0.052
0.048
0.015
1.445
0.008
0.053
0.165
0.326
0.004
0.065
0.144
0.008
0.116

10
0.743
0.109
0.007
0.205
0.036
0.086
0.148
0.036
0.006
0.109
1.081
0.133
0.250
0.367
0.005
0.085
0.178
0.009
0.126

11 12 13
0.488 0.432 0.331
0.087 0.074 0.083
0.007 0.006 0.009
0.168 0.152 0.133
0.030 0.027 0.023
0.086 0.075 0.307
0.069 0.235 0.082
0.035 0.124 0.055
0.006 0.005 0.020
0.139 0.138 0.171
0.018 0.008 0.007
1.141 0.075 0.047
0.191 1.422 0.208
0.307 0.298 1.552
0.004 0.004 0.004
0.063 0.066 0.060
0.136 0.173 0.162
0.008 0.009 0.008
0.097 0.131 0.119

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.

14
0.464
0.099
0.009
0.150
0.026
0.097
0.233
0.049
0.007
0.137
0.125
0.228
0.354
0.381
1.012
0.098
0.213
0.011
0.122

15
0.213
0.184
0.005
0.086
0.015
0.043
0.050
0.023
0.003
0.091
0.009
0.035
0.199
0.176
0.004
1.040
0.096
0.007
0.076

16
0.212
0.069
0.005
0.081
0.014
0.130
0.068
0.031
0.009
0.074
0.012
0.057
0.183
0.387
0.013
0.156
1.121
0.024
0.188

17
0.221
0.212
0.003
0.068
0.012
0.042
0.054
0.025
0.003
0.087
0.006
0.030
0.230
0.172
0.003
0.041
0.100
1.008
0.086

18
0.197
0.076
0.004
0.079
0.014
0.081
0.052
0.025
0.005
0.070
0.017
0.056
0.183
0.337
0.018
0.068
0.114
0.021
1.162



Appendix H: Direct and Indirect Energy Technical Coefficients in China, 1995

1 Coal
2 Petroleum
3 Natural Gas
4 Electricity

* Hydro Power
5 Agriculture
6 Ferrous Metals
7 Non-ferrous Metals
8 Chemical Fertilizers
9 Chemical Industries

10 Cement
11 Building Materials
12 Heavy Mach. & Electronics
13 Light Industry
14 Construction
15 Freight & Communications
16 Commerce
17 Passenger Transport
18 Other Services

Source: SDA modeling and calculations.

1.10
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

1 2
0 0.163
0 1.162
1 0.003
0 0.096
5 0.017
7 0.021
1 0.033
3 0.012
0 0.002
0 0.041
2 0.007
7 0.024
9 0.095
7 0.080
0 0.002
8 0.036
4 0.070
1 0.003
2 0.039

3
0.029
0.026
1.017
0.024
0.004
0.003
0.006
0.002
0.000
0.005
0.001
0.003
0.013
0.011
0.000
0.003
0.007
0.000
0.007

4*
1.103
0.108
0.012
1.229
0.216
0.022
0.029
0.012
0.002
0.033
0.006
0.022
0.099
0.087 C
0.002 C
0.037 C
0.057 C
0.004 C
0.040 C

0.000
0.000
0.000
).000
1.000
).000
).000
).000
).000
).000
).000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

5
0.176
0.059
0.015
0.085
0.015
1.197
0.022
0.011
0.074
0.063
0.006
0.020
0.076
0.155
0.002
0.032
0.058
0.003
0.060

6
1.394
0.147
0.011
0.338
0.059
0.065
1.465
0.067
0.005
0.091
0.013
0.121
0.276
0.256
0.006
0.093
0.199
0.010
0.185

7
0.632
0.100
0.007
0.367
0.065
0.059
0.077
1.748
0.004
0.114
0.012
0.072
0.191
0.212
0.005
0.066
0.174
0.009
0.143

8
1.027
0.200
0.183
0.422
0.074
0.085
0.071
0.034
1.051
0.179
0.011
0.080
0.217
0.357
0.004
0.085
0.156
0.009
0.130

9
0.460
0.204
0.031
0.209
0.037
0.122
0.052
0.048
0.015
1.445
0.008
0.053
0.165
0.326
0.004
0.065
0.144
0.008
0.116

10
0.743
0.109
0.007
0.205
0.036
0.086
0.148
0.036
0.006
0.109
1.081
0.133
0.250
0.367
0.005
0.085
0.178
0.009
0.126

11
0.488
0.087
0.007
0.168
0.030
0.086
0.069
0.035
0.006
0.139
0.018
1.141
0.191
0.307
0.004
0.063
0.136
0.008
0.097

12
0.432
0.074
0.006
0.152
0.027
0.075
0.235
0.124
0.005
0.138
0.008
0.075
1.422
0.298
0.004
0.066
0.173
0.009
0.131

13
0.331
0.083
0.009
0.133
0.023
0.307
0.082
0.055
0.020
0.171
0.007
0.047
0.208
1.552
0.004
0.060
0.162
0.008
0.119

14
0.464
0.099
0.009
0.150
0.026
0.097
0.233
0.049
0.007
0.137
0.125
0.228
0.354
0.381
1.012
0.098
0.213
0.011
0.122

15
0.213
0.184
0.005
0.086
0.015
0.043
0.050
0.023
0.003
0.091
0.009
0.035
0.199
0.176
0.004
1.040
0.096
0.007
0.076

16 17
0.212 0.221
0.069 0.212
0.005 0.003
0.081 0.068
0.014 0.012
0.130 0.042
0.068 0.054
0.031 0.025
0.009 0.003
0.074 0.087
0.012 0.006
0.057 0.030
0.183 0.230
0.387 0.172
0.013 0.003
0.156 0.041
1.121 0.100
0.024 1.008
0.188 0.086

18
0.197
0.076
0.004
0.079
0.014
0.081
0.052
0.025
0.005
0.070
0.017
0.056
0.183
0.337
0.018
0.068
0.114
0.021
1.162



Appendix I: Time-series data of the overall economy, 1980-2002, China
Year El T EP MP GDP SS RD SL ST MKT

1980 13.8 1 101 95 4353 15.9 29 0
1981 13.0 2 101 93 4582 15.2 31 0.4 0.4 0
1982 12.4 3 102 93 4995 14.7 33 0.4 0.3 0
1983 11.9 4 104 92 5539 14.4 37 0.3 0.3 0
1984 11.1 5 104 89 6380 14.0 42 0.3 0.3 0
1985 10.6 6 108 86 7239 13.9 48 0.3 0.3 0
1986 10.3 7 102 79 7881 14.2 52 0.3 0.3 0
1987 9.9 8 100 90 8793 13.7 57 0.3 0.3 0
1988 9.5 9 97 91 9784 13.9 63 0.3 0.3 0
1989 9.5 10 99 99 10182 13.7 67 0.3 0.3 0
1990 9.3 11 100 98 10572 12.9 72 0.3 0.3 0
1991 9.0 12 107 99 11544 13.4 81 0.3 0.3 0
1992 8.3 13 115 101 13188 15.3 104 0.3 0.3 0
1993 7.7 14 147 118 14967 15.5 111 0.3 0.3 1
1994 7.3 15 158 114 16862 15.4 111 0.3 0.3 1
1995 7.0 16 158 115 18634 16.8 112 0.3 0.3 1
1996 6.8 17 167 112 20420 16.1 123 0.3 0.3 1
1997 6.2 18 180 111 22225 16.0 151 0.3 0.3 1
1998 5.5 19 179 109 23963 15.4 165 0.3 0.4 1
1999 5.1 20 184 109 25674 15.6 213 0.2 0.4 1
2000 4.7 21 214 111 27727 15.5 277 0.2 0.5 1
2001 4.5 22 217 108 29806 15.8 319 0.2 0.5 1
2002 4.6 23 224 106 32279 16.0 397 0.2 0.5 1

Sources: National Bureau of Statistics of China, various editions of CSYB; China Labor
Statistical Yearbooks; China Population Statistical Yearbooks; Zhongguo 1982 nian
ren kou pu cha zi liao (1985.7); China Census, and China Science and Technology
Statistical Data Books.

Note: El is the energy intensity;
T is a time counter variable from 1 to T;
EP is the aggregate energy price;
MP is the price for non-energy intermediate materials;
EP and MP are price indices from industry sectors, basically, deflated by GDP deflator;
GDP is gross domestic product or value added;
SS is structural shifts and based on the value-added of the energy-intensive industrial
sectors and GDP in each year;
RD is research and development expenditures;
SL is the amount of skilled labor (K and SL are two quasi-fixed inputs);
ST is the total amount of capital stock; and
MKT is the policy dummy variable.
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Year El T EP MP Vain SS RD SL ST MKT
1980 21.3 1 101 95 1924 36.1 29 0
1981 20.7 2 101 93 1929 36.1 31 0.2 3.4 0
1982 20.5 3 102 93 2038 36.1 33 0.2 3.3 0
1983 20.1 4 104 92 2216 36.1 37 0.2 3.0 0
1984 19.3 5 104 89 2482 36.1 42 0.2 2.7 0
1985 18.3 6 108 86 2787 36.2 48 0.2 2.4 0
1986 17.8 7 102 79 3066 36.6 52 0.2 2.2 0
1987 17.5 8 100 90 3368 35.6 57 0.2 2.1 0-
1988 16.6 9 97 91 3786 35.9 63 0.2 1.9 0
1989 17.0 10 99 99 3900 35.9 67 0.1 1.9 0
1990 17.3 11 100 98 3912 34.9 72 0.1 2.0 0
1991 16.5 12 107 99 4318 35.8 81 0.2 1.9 0
1992 15.0 13 115 101 5091 39.6 104 0.1 1.6 0
1993 13.3 14 147 118 6106 38.0 111 0.1 1.4 1
1994 12.6 15 158 114 6981 37.1 111 0.1 1.3 1
1995 12.2 16 158 115 7882 39.8 112 0.1 1.2 1
1996 10.8 17 167 112 8740 37.7 123 0.1 1.1 1
1997 10.4 18 180 111 9668 36.8 151 0.1 1.1 1
1998 9.2 19 179 109 10208 36.2 165 0.1 1.1 1
1999 8.3 20 184 109 10989 36.5 213 0.1 1.1 1
2000 7.4 21 214 111 12089 35.5 277 0.1 1.1 1
2001 7.1 22 217 108 12966 36.3 319 0.0 1.1 1
2002 7.0 23 224 106 14332 36.0 397 0.0 1.0 1

Sources: National Bureau of Statistics of China, various editions of CSYB; China Labor
Statistical Yearbooks; China Population Statistical Yearbooks; Zhongguo 1982 nian ren
kou pu cha zi liao (1985.7); China Census, and China Science and Technology
Statistical Data Books.

Note: El is the energy intensity;
T is a time counter variable from 1 to T;
EP is the aggregate energy price;
MP is the price for non-energy intermediate materials;
EP and MP are price indices from industry sectors, basically, deflated by GDP deflator;
Vain is the value added for the industry sector;
SS is structural shifts and based on the value-added of the energy-intensive industrial
sectors and the total value-added in the industry sector;
RD is research and development expenditures. It is not limited to the industry sector.
Instead, it is the expenditures cross all sectors;
SL is the amount of skilled labor (K and SL are two quasi-fixed inputs);
ST the total amount of capital stock; and
MKT is the policy dummy variable.
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Appendix K1: Statistical
Models

Description for the Overall Economy in the Partial Adjustment

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

Jarque-Bera
Probability

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

LNEI
1.763891
1.766244
2.047691
1.509924
0.206483
0.011632
1.408951

LNEP
5.198779
5.189877
5.413330
4.988874
0.147505
0.212825
1.745277

LNMP
4.712317
4.709601
4.766792
4.664102
0.031270
0.247466
2.171855

LNGDP
10.02647
10.04662
10.38218
9.613594
0.251350
-0.201588
1.912054

LNSS
2.760494
2.753770
2.822635
2.731159
0.027942
1.037580
3.363481

LNRD
5.180633
5.063083
5.984026
4.707318
0.476816
0.482642
1.762330

1.054990 0.731462 0.387826 0.560907 1.849337 1.026499
0.590081 0.693690 0.823729 0.755441 0.396663 0.598547

17.63891 51.98779 47.12317 100.2647 27.60494 51.80633
0.383718 0.195818 0.008800 0.568592 0.007027 2.046184

Observations 10 10
Source: the author's calculations

Appendix K2: Statistical
Optimization Models

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

El
5.947639
5.858793
7.749989
4.526386
1.219586
0.135173
1.460906

Description

EP
182.8464
179.4483
224.3775
146.7711
27.30241
0.352638
1.746297

for the Overall Economy in

MP
111.3589
111.0079
117.5415
106.0702
3.494942
0.296734
2.190964

ST
0.385975
0.368711
0.500791
0.293499
0.085945
0.252209
1.394528

the Dynamic

SL
0.256075
0.256382
0.301694
0.206304
0.029158

-0.067511
2.215694

Jarque-Bera,
Probability

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

1.017457 0.862161 0.419476 1.179991 0.263903
0.601260 0.649807 0.810796 0.554330 0.876384

59.47639 1828.464 1113.589 3.859754 2.560748
13.38652 6708.793 109.9316 0.066479 0.007652

Observations 10 10 10 10 10
Source: the author's calculations
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Appendix Li: Statistical Description for the Industry Sector in the Partial Adjustment
Models

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

Jarque-Bera
Probability

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

LNEI
2.258511
2.280804
2.587848
1.943871
0.244347

-0.030199
1.497843

LNEP
5.198779
5.189877
5.413330
4.988874
0.147505
0.212825
1.745277

LNMP
4.712317
4.709601
4.766792
4.664102
0.031270
0.247466
2.171855

LNVAIN
9.176848
9.203754
9.570252
8.717106
0.274764

-0.236718
1.990891

LNSS
3.610114
3.601718
3.683018
3.569251
0.032978
1.024552
3.401374

LNRD
5.180633
5.063083
5.984026
4.707318
0.476816
0.482642
1.762330

0.941718 0.731462 0.387826 0.517685 1.816638 1.026499
0.624466 0.693690 0.823729 0.771945 0.403201 0.598547

22.58511 51.98779 47.12317 91.76848 36.10114 51.80633
0.537349 0.195818 0.008800 0.679458 0.009788 2.046184

Observations 10 10 10 10 10 10
Source: the author's calculations

Appendix L 2:
Models

Statistical Description for the Industry Sector in the Dynamic Optimization

EP MP
2.8464 111.3589
9.4483 111.0079
4.3775 117.5415
6.7711 106.0702
.30241 3.494942
52638 0.296734
46297 2.190964

Jarque-Bera
Probability

Sum
Sum Sq. Dev.

0.914745 0.862161 0.419476 3.157641 0.691002
0.632945 0.649807 0.810796 0.206218 0.707866

98.27045 1828.464 1113.589 11.68785 0.725952
50.52622 6708.793 109.9316 0.108230 0.005213

Observations 10 10 10 10 10
Source: the author's calculations
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Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

9.827045
9.800087
13.30112
6.985739
2.369393
0.146182
1.547447

18
17
22
14
27
0.3
1.-7

ST
1.168785
1.134213
1.419662
1.047720
0.109661
1.318657
3.789250

SL
0.072595
0.068980
0.113338
0.040936
0.024066
0.328513
1.892426



Appendix M 1: Correlation Matrix of Time-Series Data for the Overall Economy in the
Partial Adjustment Models

LNEI LNEP LNMP
1.000000 -0.962808 0.899239

-0.962808 1.000000 -0.875188
0.899239 -0.875188 1.000000

-0.975706 0.970913 -0.948215
0.172117 -0.083417 0.069772

-0.959962 0.971811 -0.860043
correlation matrix shows that both

LNGDP
-0.975706
0.970913
-0.948215
1.000000

-0.022047
0.945735

of energy

LNSS LNRD
0.172117 -0.959962

-0.083417 0.971811
0.069772 -0.860043

-0.022047 0.945735
1.000000 -0.139731

-0.139731 1.000000
intensity and energy prices, as well as

energy intensity and output are highly correlated. The correlation is around 0.9. The reason may
lie in the highly trended time-series of these measures. Therefore, I introduce T variable to
detrend these data series in the partial adjustment models.
Source: the author's calculations.

Appendix M 2: Correlation Matrix of Time-Series Data for the Overall Economy in the
Dynamic Optimization Models

El EP MP ST SL
El 1.000000 -0.945694 0.913257 -0.976179 0.947360
EP -0.945694 1.000000 -0.856297 0.962067 -0.965120
MP 0.913257 -0.856297 1.000000 -0.856732 0.935485
ST -0.976179 0.962067 -0.856732 1.000000 -0.932426
SL 0.947360 -0.965120 0.935485 -0.932426 1.000000

Source: the author's calculations.
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LNEI
LNEP
LNMP

LNGDP
LNSS
LNRD

Note: The



Appendix N 1: Correlation Matrix of Time-Series for the Industry Sector in the Dynamic
Models

El EP MP ST SL
El 1.000000 -0.955263 0.921610 0.856303 0.986846
EP -0.955263 1.000000 -0.856297 -0.811371 -0.945102
MP 0.921610 -0.856297 1.000000 0.894901 0.953491
ST 0.856303 -0.811371 0.894901 1.000000 0.912896
SL 0.986846 -0.945102 0.953491 0.912896 1.000000

Source: the author's calculations.

Appendix N 2: Correlation Matrix of Time-Series for the Industry Sector in the Partial
Models

LNEI LNEP LNMP LNVAIN LNSS LNRD
LNEI 1.000000 -0.974389 0.905212 -0.977349 0.777930 -0.970366
LNEP -0.974389 1.000000 -0.875188 0.970864 -0.759617 0.971811
LNMP 0.905212 -0.875188 1.000000 -0.946791 0.720482 -0.860043

LNVAIN -0.977349 0.970864 -0.946791 1.000000 -0.713763 0.940270
LNSS 0.777930 -0.759617 0.720482 -0.713763 1.000000 -0.744329
LNRD -0.970366 0.971811 -0.860043 0.940270 -0.744329 1.000000

Source: the author's calculations.
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Appendix 0: Measuring Regressors in the Basic Models:

Specifically, I use standard coal equivalent, the physical amount, instead of the

economic value, as a measure to document energy consumption and energy intensity in

China. Energy intensity is defined as the energy consumption in physical amount per

unit of output. Output is measured by GDP. In terms of energy prices, to my knowledge,

there is no historical time series in money values to record the changes of energy prices

over the whole investigated period and to cross-check the relative factor prices at a

particular time. I use an energy-producer price index as an approximation of energy

prices. Nominal energy prices are the average of the producer-price indices of coal,

electricity, and petroleum industries, weighted by the physical consumption shares of

the four primary energy types: coal, hydro-power, and crude oil as well as gas. These

price indices are from CSYBs. Similarly, the prices of non-energy inputs are the price

indices of production materials. In the regression, I deflate real energy prices and real

non-energy prices from their nominal counterparts with a GDP deflator. Given the

limited availability of energy-price data, I assume that the overall economy and the

industry sector have the same energy prices.

22 use the consumption of primary energy as weights to calculate general energy prices, instead of the
consumption of different types of end-use energy. Primary energy consumption weights are more general
and able to capture the production change or conversion-efficiency changes of primary energy processing
firms, such as thermal-power generation firms using coal as the input.
2I do not use the Consumer Price Index (CPI) deflator, because the CPI takes non-industrial products,
for example, agriculture products, into account in the weight basket, but the prices of agriculture products
increase faster than industrial products. If we use CPI as the deflator, the price changes of energy will be
underestimated, given the fact that industry consumes 70% energy in China. Hence, instead of CPI, I use
the GDP index to deflate the nominal energy and non-energy material price index.
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As for the measure of total fixed assets, I derived them from fixed-assets investment

using the perpetual-inventory method. The depreciation rates are basically of state-

owned enterprises from CSYB and Lei Chen's study (2002). The deflator is the price

index of investment. 4 The variable of skilled labor is based on the profession

classification, instead of educational attainment.25 It measures the amount of

professional and technical personnel.26

24 China began to publish the price index of investment in 1991. I estimate those of the earlier years from
the Retail Price Index, which is the only traditional price index in China Statistical Yearbooks.25 Educational attainment is not the second-best. Different from expectation, the statistical agencies do
not release much more population data by educational attainment than population data by profession.
26 However, this measure is not a regular entry in China Statistical Yearbook even at the overall economy
level, and we only have the data in some years, which are 1986, 1990, 1995, and 1999 throughout 2002
for the overall economy and 1999 throughout 2002 for the industry sector. I have to assume that the
employee structure by professions does not change in neighboring years. In particular, I use the average
share of professional and technical personnel among all employees of 1999 throughout 2000 to present
those of other years to measure the skilled labor of the industry sector.
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Appendix P: Selection of Energy-intensive Sectors

Basically, I select the sectors whose energy intensities, which are defined as energy

consumption in physical amount per unit of output in value-added term, are above the

average in one particular year and which are energy-intensive all the time (specifically,

meaning that their energy-intensity ranking does not change dramatically over time). At

the industry-sector level, I compare the energy intensities of each industrial subsector

with the average of the industry sector respectively in 1987 and in 1997 (Table H.1). I

choose the top 12 energy-intensive industry subsectors27 in two years.

At the overall economy level, my calculation shows that the top two energy-intensive

sectors, which have energy intensities above the national levels, are the industry and

transportation sectors (Table H. 2). However, the increasing energy intensity of

transportation (Guowei, 1998) is lower than any of those 12 energy-intensive industry

subsectors in 1997 and even lower than the two industry subsectors of nonferrous

metals mining and dressing and rubber products whose energy intensities are below the

average of the industry sector. What is more, transportation only consumed 7.6% of the

national energy consumption in 2001 while those energy-intensive industry subsectors

27 The industry subsectors' classification and coverage changed. I remove the other manufacturing
industry from the energy-intensive sectors although it far ahead of other subsectors in terms of energy
intensity in 1987. According to the Standard Industrial Classification, other manufacturing industry
includes coal processing/coal products except coking, etc. Hence, in 1980s when there was very little
mass provision of gas and heating as well as few other manufacturing industries, such as arts and crafts,
the subsector energy intensity of other manufacturing industry may be high. What is more, the coverage
of other manufacturing industry subsector is very sensitive to the change of industry classification.
Although other manufacturing industry is energy-intensive, its value-added is relatively stable, around 1%
in 1987, 1.3 % in 1997, and 1.3% in 2001 compared to that of the whole industry sector. The removal of
other manufacturing industry from the energy-intensive sectors will therefore not change the state of
structural change very much.
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in total consume more than 50% of the national energy consumption. Hence, I omit

transportation in the national structural shift calculation and use value-added of energy-

intensive industry subsectors to reflect the structural shift of China's economy. In this

way, I can analyze energy intensity at a 2-digit sector classification, which is much more

efficient than 1-digit industry classification to capture the structural-shift effect on

energy-intensity decline in China (Fisher-Vanden, etc. 2004). The regressor of structural

shift is shortened to SS in the equation.
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Table P.1: Energy Intensity by Industry Subsectors in 1985 and 1997 (tonne sce/10,000
RMB Yuan)
1985 El 1997 El
Other Manufacturing Industry 159 Production and Supply of Gas 79.5
Raw Chemical Materials and Chemical
Products 46.7 Smelting and Pressing of Ferrous Metals 36.3

Raw Chemical Materials and Chemical
Nonmetal Mineral Products 46.6 Products 27.0
Smelting and Rolling of Ferrous Metals 42.7 Petroleum Processing and Coking 25.1
Ferrous Metals Mining and Dressing 30.1 Nonmetal Mineral Products 22.8
Papermaking and Paper Products 27.6 Smelting and Pressing of Nonferrous Metals 21.7
Smelting and Rolling of Nonferrous Metals 26.4 Coal Mining and Dressing 16.7
Coal Mining and Dressing 22.8 Chemical Fiber 14.1

Production and Supply of Electric Power,
Tap Water Production & Supply 20.5 Steam and Hot Water 12.7
Chemical Fiber 17.8 Ferrous Metals Mining and Dressing 12.2
Nonferrous Metals Mining and Dressing 17.2 Papermaking and Paper Products 11.7
Timber Processing, Bamboo, Cane, Palm,
and Straw Products 12.2 Other Manufacturing Industry 10.9
Nonmetal Mineral Mining and Dressing 12.1 Production and Supply of Tap Water 10.1

Medical and Pharmaceutical Products 11.7 Nonferrous Metals Mining and Dressing 7.2
Petroleum Processing and Coking 10.1 Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction 6.3
Petroleum and Natural Gas Extraction 9.5 Nonmetal Minerals Mining and Dressing 6.1
Other Minerals Mining and Dressing 9.4
Textile Industry 9.1
Food, Beverage, and Tobacco Processing 8.5
Electric Power, Steam, and Hot Water
Production & Supply 8.5
Mean of all subsectors 15 Mean 10
Source: China Energy Databook V6.0, 2004; CSYB, 1988 and 1999; calculations
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Table P.2: Energy Intensities by Sector in 2001
Consumption Value-added Energy Intensity

Sector (%) (%) tonne sce/1 0,000 Yuan
Farming, Forestry, Animal Husbandry, Fishery
and Water 4.6 15.8 1.3
Industry 68.4 43.5 7.1
Construction 1.1 6.6 0.7
Transportation, Storage, Post and
Telecommunication 7.6 6.1 5.6
Wholesale, Retail Trade and Catering Services 2.3 8.1 1.3
Others 4.5 19.9 1.0
Residential Consumption 11.4 1.4
National 4.5

Source: CSYB 2003 and calculations
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Classification of the Input-Output Tables of China
Sector Code and Title Contents
1. Agriculture Crop cultivation, Forestry, Livestock, Fishing, Other agricultural production
2. Coal Coal mining, Coal cleaning and screening,

Coking, Manufacture of gas and coal products
3. Oil & Refineries Crude petroleum production, Petroleum refineries
4. Natural Gas Natural gas production
5. Electricity Electricity, steam and hot water production and supply
6. Ferrous Metals Ferrous ore mining; Primary iron and steel manufacturing
7. Non-ferrous Metals Non-ferrous ore mining

Primary non-ferrous metals manufacturing
8. Chemical Fertilizers Manufacture of chemical fertilizers
9. Chemical Industry Chemical industries, excluding chemical fertilizers

Manufacture of rubber product and plastic products for production use
10. Cement Manufacture of cement, cement products and asbestos products
11. Building Materials Quarrying of building materials and non-metal minerals

Manufacture of building materials and other non-metallic mineral products,
excluding cement, cement products and asbestos products

12. Heavy Machinery
& Electronics

13. Light Industry

14. Construction
15. Transport &
Communication
16. Commerce
17. Passenger
Transport
18. Other Service

Source: Guo, Ju-e,

Manufacture of metal products for production use
Manufacture of machinery, excluding that for daily use;
Transport equipment; Electric machinery and instrument, excluding that for
daily use;
Electronic and communication equipment, excluding that for daily use
Instruments, meters and other measuring equipments
Repair of machinery and equipment, other products for production use
Salt mining, Logging and transport of timber and bamboo
Production and supply of water; Food manufacturing; Manufacture of
textiles
Manufacture of wearing apparel, leather and products of leather and fur
Sawmills and manufacture of furniture,
Papers, cultural and educational articles
Chemical products, plastic products and rubber products for daily use
Manufacture of medicines;
Chemical fibers; Metal products and machinery for daily use;
Manufacture of household electrical appliances;
Electronic appliances for daily use; Other products for daily use
Construction

Freight transport and communications
Commerce; Restaurants

Railway, highway, water and air passenger transport
Public utilities and services to household; Cultural, education, health and
scientific research institutions; Finance and insurance, Public
administration

2000
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